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_Christopher Coleman and Karen Shepard have appealed the decision of elections
committee to not allow them to participate In two of the campus-wide speakouts.

HUSA slate silenced during
first, last election speakouts
27 alleging that Coleman and Shepard, then only prospec-

By Damon Dozier
Hilltop Staff Writer
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For at least one slate of candidates vying for president
and vice presideQ! of the Howard Uni\'ersity Student
Association. this year's elections campaign has gotten off
to a rocky start . Christopher Coleman and Karen
Shepard have already been cited by the General
Assembly Elections Comn1ittee for alleged V.'rongdoing.
Coleman and Shepard said they are appealing a decision made by the committee this v.·eek to bar them from
participating in the first and las1 election speakouts.
A complaint was submitted to the committee on Jan.

tive candidates. had already begun campaigning for the
positions.
''The Elections Committee decided that if Mr.
Coleman and Ms. Shepard were verified as of Feb. 3, as
they were, they would be prohibited froril participating
whatsoever in the first and last speakouts to be held Feb.
10 and March 3,.. said Elections Committee Chairperson
Maleika Mosley in a written statement released to THE
HILLTOP Wednesday. ''The aforementioned pair
(Coleman a11d Shepard) were found lo be in violation of

Please see SILENCE, Page A3

1992-93 campaign offers
larger variety for voters
By Ken Robinson
Hilltop Staff Writer

With ca111paigns for Stltdent govem1ncnt positions underway, this year's elections
will be marked by live slates for 1he presidential and vice presidential positions in
the Howard University Student AsS(ICiation.
Five slates will vie for l-IUSA's top spots. one having the potential to become the
next gr'aduate student to hold the president·s post. Verified Monday, Julius
Bailey/Erik DeShiclds. <!hristopher Coleman/Karen Shepard, Ivan Hopkins{fene
McCoy. Donald Jean/Willianl Martin and Lynae Turner/Alison Camey have been
announced as 1he presidenl and vice presidential candidates. Campaigning for candi·
dates officially began the same day at 5 p.m.
Although currently e11rolled as an undergraduate student in the College of Arts
and Sciences. Julius Bailey could serve in the position as a graduate student while
pursuing his n1aster·s degree in pl1ilosophy next year.
Con1peting for Undergradua1e Trustee are Kevin Bryan. Kali Jones and D3'i1 A.
Mo11ifa Tippet. The Graduate Trustee ca11didates are Craig Barkley. George Holmes
and William Jones.
Each person will have an opportunity to present his platfonns to the Howard

Please see FIVE, Page A3
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK:

.

"The world is the property of
all mankind, and each and
every group is entitled to a
portion."
-Marcus Garvey

•
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Mayor highlights
unification in
District Atldress
By Melody A. Jordan
,Hilltop Staff Writer

"For the stamina we
need to achieve lasting
reform is not the speed
of a sprinter. but the

endurance
of
a
marathoner. Not the
rush for the daily headline. but the.sure. steady
work of a community
Mayor Kelly
working together:· said
Mayor Sharon Prattl' Kelly in her State of the
District Address Wednesday.
•

I
I

One of Kelly's objectives was to trying to
move ahead. She proposed an ''Honest Deal ~
the New Deal."
1·he loss of wealth in the district was highlighted as one of her main concerns. "Too much of
D.C.'s wealth goes out the door every night,"
Kelly said.
"My con1mitment and mandate to agency
head·s is clear. The district government will seek
10 include. not exclude," she said.
'' T h i s
means meaningful participation by all segments
of the district's communities in our agencies and
prograrfis. taking into account their special Ian·
guage skills which we need.''
Kelly's attempt to attain more money for the
Nation's Capital developed into her concept of
focusing on area universities.
''Our university community is an enonnot.is
economic resource - some of the largest employers in the city (are) Howard Georgetown, and
G.W.. " Kelly said. ''These are untapped economic
engines...
The issue of statehood was the last item on her
agenda as she asked, "Why is it in our relationship
with the federal government they always end up
with the assets and we acquire the liabilities?"
Kelly wants statehood for the district's to
become a reali1y. "If we are to have a future with
a horizon, then the many voices of D.C. must
become one unwavering voice. Statehood? Yes
We Can. Statehood? Yes We Will."
•

The Bison gained sole possession of the first place in the MEAC Saturday night at Burr Gym after defeating Coppin State, in regulation with a score of 69 to 64.
•

Butch's Bison set trail ablaze to stomp R~ttlers after caging Eagles
by Preston Jenkins

the Bison e_roved to be the deciding factor in the game.
Hilltop Staff Writer
And opce again Coach Butch Beard used hi s bench efficiently as 10 players saw at least 13 minutes of action in
The Men 's Basketball tean1 beat Coppin State to take 1his fast-paced game.
sole possession of first-place in the Mid-Eastern Atlantic
The Bi son have won eight of their last ten games and
Conference. The Bi son 9-1 l, 7-2 in the conference play, <ire right on cou~se to be removed from their underdog
bea1 the Eagles of Coppin State by the score of· 69-64. st:itus going into tournament action in Norfolk, Virginia
before 2, 750 fa 11s in Burr G)1mnasium.
s1ar1i11g March 4, 1992. ''We seem to be peaking at the
right 1i1ne,'' said Junior forward Charles Solomon.
Even though no other Bison scored in double figure s
last Saturday against Coppin State every one tha1 played
scored. And as the Bison out rebounded Coppin State 43
to 38, they were led by Solomon's seven
&
rebounds. Senior forward/center Kelsey
Sturdivant and Brown had six rebounds
each.
After playing Florida A & M
Uni ve rsi1y on Feb. I 0 at home, the
Bi son will begin an important threegame road trip to the University of
The Bison were led by Senior forward Julius ''Juice'' Maryland-Eastern Shore, North
McNei l's 25 points in what proved to be a wild and excit- Carolina A & T University, and South
ing game that remained close throughout the contest. Carolina State University.
But wi!h 3:03 left in the game, McNeil hit a three-pointer
As the Bison started slow ly they have
to tie the score at 61-61. Junior guard Milan Brown come on strong enough to turn some
scored 5 strai ght points to put the Bison ahead for good heads in the conference. Going into the
eventually resulting a final score of 69·64.
next few games the Bi son .,viii be
Poor shooting by the Eagles and tenac ious defense by
1

NEXT GAME:
MONDAY 10 FEB 92
BISON v. FLORIDA A M
i RATTLERS
AT BURR GYM

favored to win. which at ot1e time was unthinkable.
The s1udent body has started to show their faces and
support in Burr G)'mnasium and against Coppin State
they weren't disappointed .
One important key to the Bi son's success has been
their confidence in their ability to win. Against Coppin
State· tl1e Bi son did son1cthing they haven't done in the
past - hold their composure to hold on to win the close
games.
The Men ·s 1ea1n has developed into one cohesive unit
as they understand the definition of a team . '' We 're
growing every game," concluded Coach Beard.
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Widow of Charles Drew
passes after 80 years
By Larry W. Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer

M. Lenore Drew, widow of Dr.

i

•

Charles R. Drew, pioneer in blood
research, died quietly in her home in
Columbia. Md., on Jan. 25, after a long
experience with Alzheimer's disease.
She was 80.

)

Many government officials and communi1y counselors attended the services
held on Jan. 29. Rev. R. Bernardo

Snipes from the department of pathology
at Howard University Hospital also
attended .. Snipes is a close friend of
Counci lwoman Charlene Drew Jarvis,
one of Mrs. Drew's four chi ldren. He
said Jarvis was pleased to see a number

------- --------l
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o f Howard repreSencatives in alten-

ance.

··She also seemed to accept her moth-

r's death and acknowledged that her
mo1her will be missed," Snipes said.
Mrs. Drew was born in Philadelphia,
Pa .. on Dec. 22. 1911. After attending
public,school, she graduated from the
State Teachers College at Cheyney, Pa. ,
Columbia University Teachers College
in New •York City, and Cornell

Promises, promises: HUSA
leaders fulfill some, not all
ByMelahlAdams
Hilltop Staff Writer

istration accomplished I0 out of the
12 items on their platform. Their
administration is responsible for
Campaign promises have become added security through the fonnasynonymous with disappointment tion of the student escort service,
and anger as voters realize that some scho larships based on need, and
politicians, eager to obtain votes •. increased community involvement
make empty promises.
brought about by res tructuring
Some administrators say Howard HUSA's community outreach diviUniversity students have been fortu -

~

''It feels good to
mark off tht'ngs we've
achieved on our plat-

nate . The past two HUSA administrati ons have accomplished the

ma1'ority of what thet' r respective
platfonns had outlined.

form ''

In a previous Hilltop interview,
April Silver, HUSA president for the

'

1990-91 academic year, said, "I
think WC8Q)I p'irb:t r·dfeve[)!w
thing

1;-,

-"

~e ~t out to do. ~~ achiev? · fS

the ma)Onty of o~r gall.I~.
In.the artJcle, S1lverc1t~.the ~rec

ifr'1te P '
--Patricj! Grant
"-~

Ad~tf

promise what government can do,··

•ATM Machine
in Blackburn
•Newsletter·
'The BUSA Update"
•Increased Alumni

sion. ,, i
"
·""- ., .... Tup,nttQD said.. I,
Other goals they accomplished
The campaign promise is a reflecwere inc reased securi ty for the tion of party views and are usu·ally
Howard Plaza Towers and other uni- more specific than the platform ,
versity residences, and civil rights which is a concise summary ·of the
advocacy which included HU on promises of the party . Opinion Supp,o rt
Capitol Hill Day.
polling is a major source used by
Bates and Grant also said they candidates to determine what the • Hu.manRelations
increased alumni support, spon- people want and what government Workshop
sored human relations workshops should address, Thornton said.
•Educational
and educational programs, and proTisha Adams, a sophomore in the Programs for
moted student leader responsibility.
College of Arts and Sciences, would
The remaining two could not be like to see candidates address the HUSA
•Student Leader
achieved because of a Jack of issue of self-sufficiency.
finances; they included a shelter for
Adams said. ''There are a lot of Responsibility
the shuttle bu s and a rnonthly great minds at Howard; there needs
newsletter from HUSA.
to be more collaboration between
''It feels good to mark off things the different schools.''

~as1c g~als

of her . adm1n 1stra.t1on:
~fonnabon, ~ducatJon, and un1ficat1on; she cl3.lmed they had for the
m_ost part reached lhese ~o'.11 s. '.he
Silver and Baraka adm1n1strat1on
said they restructured the ''power
hall'' to make it more accessible to
students, sponsored lecture series to
make students aware of how their
education can help the community,
and increased alumni-student interaction. One disappointment, according to Silver. was the inability to
~evelop an African-American stud1es program.
The current Bates and Grant admin-

•

By Margarethe Deveaux

Hilltop Staff Writer

The Alpha Tau chapter of Phi
Sigma Pi, a coeducational honor fraternity, had their first formal ''rush"
this Tuesday in the School of Social
Work auditorium.
The Alpha Tau chapter was
founded at Howard on Nov. 13,
1991 py Derek Simmons, a junior
majoring in civ il engi neering and

•

•
•

•
•
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M'S fi''i4T171icn Marted to Rigb*11 ,e11

~

started on campus

ACCOMPIJSHED
. YES NO

•Security
•Scholarships
based on need
•Community
responsibility
•Residence
Halls/Towers
democratization of electoral politicshaving to convince more people of Situation
what you will do'' to the phe- •Shuttle Bus
nomenon.
Shelter
''Government became an instru- •Working in the
ment looked to by people as a vehiclc for change, panicularly in the Fight for Civil

Council .
After her children were in college,
Mrs. Drew returned to her profession,
teaching at Burdick Vocational School,
the United Planning Organization, and
Morgan State College in Baltimore,
where she was an associate professor of
home economics e.ducation and head of
the depanment of home economics. She
then serve.d as a home economist in the
Extension Service of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture at Federal
City College (now lhe University of the
District of Columbia).
During her career, Mrs. Drew was
active in a number of organizations,
including the League of Women Voters
and Americans for Democratic Action.
She also traveled and spoke freq uently
about her late husband. In addition, she
wrote numerous articles about his life.
In addition lo her four children, she is
survived by eight grandchildren and a
host of family and friends.
Memorial contributions may be made
to the Charles R. Drew Endowed Chair,
c/o Dr. Charles Epps, Dean, Howard
University Col lege- of Medicine ,
Washington. D.C. 20059.

<l>LIT Honor fraternity

WHAT HAS BEEN
ACCOMPLISHED
'THE'1'IME IS NOW"

we 've achieved on our platform,''
Pa1rice Grant, HUSA vice president.
said. Bates and Grant ran under the
slogan ''The Time is Now," mairtaining that ''we can'! wail for other
people to do things for us."
According to Dr. Alvin Thornton,
professor of political science, campaign promises date back well over
40 years. Thornton attributes ''the

University in Ithica, N.Y., receiving a
master's degree in home economics education.
In 1935, she took a position on the
faculty at Spelman College in Atlanta as
an instructor in home economics. There
she me! Charles Drew in 1939. They
were married the same year. It was in
their first year !'f marriage that Dr. Drew
earned his doc1orate of science in
medicine with a thesis in banked blood.
Their first daughter was named Bebe for
"Blood Bank ."
The family then moved from New
York City to the campus of How ard
University. During these years, daughters Charlene and Sylv ia , and son,
Charles Drew Jr., were born. After Dr.
Drew's un1imely death in 1950. the family mov ed into a home at 4409 18th
Street, N.W.
·Lenore Drew successfully reared all
four children and sent them to college.
The children ranged in age from four to
nine at the time of their father's death.
In keeping with her educational focus,
she was an officer in four Parent-Teacher
Associations and active in the District of
Columbia Commissioner's Youth

•
•

•
•

"We must keep in
mind that we're the
first black . chapter.
We'd like to start a
papet that would
irifcirm people of what
the Alpha Tau chapter is doing,"
--Adrian King
the current president. Alpha Tau is
the first chapter at a historically
black college or university.
Adrian King, a junior majoring in
Afro-American studies, is a member
of the first line of Phi Sigma Pi.
''We must keep in mind that we're
the first black chapter. We 'd like to
start a paper that would infonn people of what the Alpha Tau chapter is
doing,'' King said.

•
•

•

Phi Sigma Pi accepts majors from
all disciplines. It was founded on
Feb. 14, 1921 at Central Missouri
State. It became ''national'' in 192 t.
It went coeducational in 1977.
Currently there are 16,000 members
of 39 institutions that are Phi Sigma
Pi.
Peispective members must have a
3.0 g.p.a. and go through an initiation process.
The pr inciples Phi Sigma Pi
insti lls are fellowship, scholarship,
and leadership. Kimberely Manor, a
junior majoring in political science
and also a member, said, ''Phi Sigma
Pi promotes social, academ ic, and
community development. No one
part is more ilJlportant. They are a11

equa1."

r

v

The students who attended the
meeting seemed receptive to the fraternity and the information session .
Simmons became a member of
Phi Sigma Pi at the Uniyersi1y of the
District of Columbia with the Rho
chapter. One reason Simmons said
he brought the fraternity to th campus was that Howard wil l benefit
from the fraternity, and at the same
rime the fra1emity will benefit from
Howard.
'' I ' d like to intprm the white
world that we're the elite, the best,
and 1hey are lucky co have us. They
realized this al the (Phi Sigma Pi's
National) conference," Simmons
said.

The Dean Series:

First ·b lack allied health school lead by Spelman alumna
By Preston Jenkins
Hllttop Stoff Writer

After spending more lhan an hour with
Dr. Gene E. Gary-Williams, the ac1ing
dean of 1he College of Allied Health
Sciences. there were many topics of discussi'on that v.·ent beyond the health discipline. But one thing is cenain - she is having fun.
''There are a lot of things that I enjoy
about this job because it's challenging.
The college was hi ghly affected by
Howard 2000 as presen1ed by the Presiden1
and approved by the Board. So it's a time
of challenge for the college, a time for new
opportunities and new beginnings," GaryWilliams said.
Just like all the other deans responsible
fo r schools and colleges at Howard
University, Gary-Williams has a master
plan. Part of .the plan includes recruiting
more men, more students in general, graduating well-rounded heal1h practitioners
and getting more funding fQr worthy programs.
The tall, well-dre ssed and se lf·
described people person was very articulate and funny as she proceeded to discuss
the beauty of the school that she is responsible for developing. And the more she
talked the harder it was to believe that this
same woman was responsible for getting
$2, 501,393 in grants, most of which went
toward training programs.
Not because she is funny and down to
earth, but because she seemed lo relate 10
anything and everything. She was son of
like the next door neighbor or the funny
aunt that you can't wait to visit.
And as she talks in her small but comfortable office she doesn 't seem like an
administrator. but since June 10, 199 1 she
has been serving as the leader of a school

1hat is responsible for seven disci plines,
over 400 students and about 45 faculty
members.
Howard University's School of Allied
Health Sciences has 1he heavy burden as
serving as the leader in educating Black
health practitioners. And part of lhat burden rests with their ability to be innovative
in their approach to health care.
''To move us to a level that is not only
comperirive but also become the pace-setter for health care in the 21 s1century. We
are the flagship school of Black colleges
and universities," Gary-Williams said.
'"We were the first and we're probably still
the most complete. And we still have the
most African-American students."
Dr. Gary-Williams is responsible for
seven programs in the College of Allied
Health Sciences: nutritional science, medical tech nology, occupat ional therapy,
physical therapy, physician assistant, radiation therapy and radiography.
Based on the information in her sixpage resume, Gary-Williams has placed
herself in a position to accept this wonderful opportunity and strenuous job in stride.
Her credenti al s suggest a woman that
knows the profession.
After graduating Cum Laude from
Spelman College in Atlanta, Ga. in 1956
with an Associate Bachelor degree in
Biology and Psychology, she moved on to
the State University of Iowa in 1957 to get
a certificate in physical 1herapy. By 1958,
she had her masters degree in Physical
Therapy Administration.
After working as a physical therapist at
Prince George's General Hospital in
Cheverly, Md. and Washington Hospital
Center in Wash ington, D.C,, Gary·
William s became the founding
Chairperson of 1he Department of Physical
Therapy in April 1974.

t
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Dean Gary-Williams enjoys working with her students daily.
Also. in 1974, Gary-Williams was
admitted to a doctoral program in Higher
Education at lhe American University and
finished in 1976. If 1hat wasn't enough,
Gary-Williams went on 10 specialize in
Gerontology (a branch of knowledge dealing with aging and the problems of the
aged) at the University of Maryland in
1986.
Under the direction and leadership of
Gary-Williams the College of Allied
Health Sciences has made an a11empt 10
emphasize the well-rounded student.
"One of our Chairmans describe our
cou rses of study as extremely odious,
extremely demanding and extremely challenging," Gary-Williams said.

.. We feel that Allied Heallh professionals should be multi-skilled. We have a high
number of international studenls from the
Caribbean and Africa who come to our college and we felt that we did not need to
send 1hem back with only one skill because ..
now health care needs demand tha! 1hey be
multi-skilled," she said.
Senior medical technology student Max
Lataillade said, '"I would say lhe last 1wo
years here have been very educating. We
gain a 101 of exposure not only in theory
but also in practice ...
''Of course we have been limited by
financial restrictions, sometimes we're not
able to do some things. And sometimes we
don '1 have the essentials, but whatever we

•

don '1 have over here the studenls can go to Gary-Williams is very much aware of the
the clinic," said associate professor Lesline need for more black males to enter Allied
Jackson. "We s1ill need more money."
Heal1h Sciences and has taken special s1eps
''We've never had a lot of personnel. to recruit more males and make the current
We've had adequate personnel but nothing male population as comfonable as possiin excess of that," Gary· Williams added.
ble.
Limited personnel should not be sur''Our ratio of women to men in our proprising considering the amount of money grams is something like 5 to I and it may
these professionals make in clinical prac- be even higher like 7 or 8 to 1. We nurture
tice. So when students are under the wings our males here," Gary-Williams said. "We
of an instructor, they can be assured that realize how important it, is to keep them
!he teacher has made a commitment to interested."
lhem. And 10 make sure that lhe faculty is
Senior medical technology st udent
Byron
Sogie-Thomas said, " I think that
always sharp and up-to-date. many of the
faculty members have clinical practices in this school is one of the best in country. I
addition to their classroom and lab instruc- know that I am going to be prepared
because the department and the College of
tion.
Even Gary-Williams hasn·1 given up Allied Health has done everylhing they can
her teaching status as yet. "If I didn't to encourage us to go on. They 've done
teach, I don•t think that I could make it everything 10 make us feel welcome, and
because I think teaching is by far the great- they've done everything they can to make
est experience that happens to anyone," 1 sure that we are prepared."
One element of the student-dean pep
Gary-Williams said.
This is quite ironic for a woman 1ha1 1alks that Dr. Gary-Williams emphasizes is
once said ' I would do anything but teach.' the continued growlh of the s1uden1. "As
"I had never ever heard of physical therapy we grow and develop, we should never
when I was graduating from Spelman . stop learning. We should never be but
College with a degree in Biology and · always becoming," . said Dr . GaryWilliams. "We all have the power within
Psychology," Gary-Williams said.
"I didn't have the slightest idea of what us to do whatever we want to do."
But as she summed up the difference
I wan1ed 10. but one thing I knew was that I
between Spelman College and Howard
didn't want to teach," she said.
But after getting her degrees in physical University she said. ''The major difference,
therapy w"ith the encouragement of her I guess, is size, but our President said it
mother, a math teacher, the opportunity to well, 'here you have so many choices.'
There is an advantage for women lhat
,teach popped up and '" I found out I loved
go to an all-female school. There have
it, absolutely loved it."
Gary-Williams also has anolher love ~ been studies to suggest that some women
her family. She has a daughter that gradu- perfonn better without the challenge or
ated from Howard University's School of distraction of males. They tend to perCommunications and a son in which she is form better, their leadership skills are
a special foster parent who is about to more highly honed, etc.," observed Dr.
adopt.
Gary-Williams. Nevertheless, "Spelman
In a field that is female dominated is my frrst Jove and Howard is my sec-
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Why do.you think gangster/pimp rap is so popular on a
campus where African-American consciousness is
(supposedly) high?
A lot of people are trying to be

It's easy for people to associate

harder 1han they are. If they really

I feel that gangster rap is so popu-

with because there's a sort of

want to be hard , they should go
hang out i11 southeast for a while.

lar on an African-American cam-

resurgence of th e violent gang

pus because we as a people (black
or white) are brought up in a soci-

mentality in the community.

ety which breeds violence, and in

Todd May, senior, public relations, Los Angeles, Ca.

John Settles, senio r, finance,
Washington, D.C.

which violence is glorified and
sells.

'

•

Co rey

I

Haith, so phomore,

finance, Albany, NY.
>

The artists are very explic it and

Most people at Howard come
from middle class backgrounds ,
and they want to be hard . So,
they're trying to identify with lhat
type of music.

open even though we are taught
not to be that way. This music
serves as a release from the pressure society places on us to conform to the ''norm."

David McGruder,junior, politi·
cal science, Los Angeles, Ca.

Rayshon Harris, junior, television production, Atlanta, Ga.

Compiled by Paula M. White
Speakout Coordinator
•

Candidates accused
of election violations
SILENCE from A1
campa1gn1ng rules v.•h1ch are li sted in the 1992 elections guidelines,"
Mosely said.
''We !he and his running mate] sat
down and explained to them [the
Elections Committee] that we were
.
'
going 10 stutlenl leaders to learn the
needs of the st udent s. It would be
fooli sh lo run \Vithout knowing what
the stude11ts \va111.··

''It seemed that they
were just trying to
get a monke y off
their back .. .''
--ChristopherColeman
The wl1olc issue. Coleman
believes. is a rnatter of semantics.
··we feel that we were punished for
sin1ply sa)•ing that v. e were running
for office instead of Sa)•ing that we
v. erc prospecti\ e ca11dida1es. If thi s·
is the case. everyone that asks someone to ~ign a petition for them [as
candi(\ates for office Ji~ in ''iolation
of the rules."
The rules ~ late that ··campaigning
will be defin ed as a11 effort by a
group or individual to gain public
support for a speci fic issue or candid:tte ... 1i111e of \'e rification is synonyr11ou s wi1t1 1!1c start of ca1npaign1

1

1

ing. ··
Coleman is not sati sfied with that
scenario. ;,There seems to be a lot
of behind-the-scenes things going
on ... people do a lot of crazy things
to try to tear down a candidate ."
Since the verification meeting
was held on Feb. 3. at 4 p.m.
(according to election guidelines),
··campaignin g for elig ibl e candidates began on Feb. 3 at 5 p.m:·
The guide lines say that "the elections to111mittcc has the authority to
decide on penalties, including di squa[ific<11io11 of 1he candidates.•·
Colerna11 believes thal tl1cre was
pressure on 111cn1bcrs of the
Elections Comn1ittcc to act. and
th ey n1ay have acted i11 haste. '' It
seemed that they were just try ing to
get
a monkey off their
back ... Maleika Mose ly !Elect ions
Committee chairperson} was under
a lot of pressure. I feel she acted too
quickly in light of the pressure she
was receiving :·
The complaint states, in part. that
''permission to allow thi s type of
rule infra ction to go unhandled
would be unfair to those candidates
v.'ho are cautiously abiding by {the]
rules and regulations."
Colen1an asse rted that the issue is
ver}' far from being resolved, adding
· that ··noth ing is etched in stone.''
"We v.•ill not be defeated on a
technic<1lity. We will go on and run
our camp<1ign to the fullest ," he
said.
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The most reusable piece ofplastic on ca1npus.
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The AT&T Calling Caniwill never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost
•
•

anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. Its the least expensive way
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Five teams run for HUSA
FIVE from A1

spcakou1s Feb. 19 and March 3, will
be announced at a later date. Election
day will be Tuesday March 4 from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m ..
In the event of a run-off, another
speakout will be held on March 10 at
7 p.1n. with elections taking place the
following da)'.

University con1111u11ity in the
speakouts. The first one is scheduled
for Feb. 10 at 7 p.1n. in the Haniet
Tubman Quadrangle . The second
speakout. al so set for 7 p.m., will be
held on Feb. 12 in Meridian ·Hill
Hall. The locations for the last two

.

to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direet. D And now you could also get 10% back on all

the long distance calls you make with your card.' D Of course when you use your Calling Cant, you'll

SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. D So, 1as you see, theres

Every su111111er tJ1Jjoh11 . a leader in phar1naceuticat resear ch ~11<1
<lcvcl~i1mcn1. otfers summer positions in biological and cl1r1111•al
sciences. 1:l1e111ic al engineering and ph;irmacy.
Sumtiier 11ositions uslially las\ 12 week.'! and arc located In Ollr
corporate rescar c !1 an(1 <lcvelopmcnt con1plrx i.n Kala11 1azoo.
t1<1ictiigar1. ()lit-0l·town s\u(!rnt.~ wi ll receive t1011s111g anlt travel

only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Cant 1n today's college environment. Indispensable.

all o wa11ces
Ai>1>li1:a11 \s st10:1l(I he plan11ing to ret u rn \t) sct1ool in Il ic fall <IS a
senior o r al1ovc. f'l<'asc send a resunit:. t ransc r \pt . a11<I l'OV<' r Lrt t er
itlent ilyin!{ skills an cl intt·rests· -l>y ~-t: l 1 r l1;1 ry 17. 19~1:! · -t<•:

Recrultl~.

50·15-298.-180

Su111mc r lnleni.•hlp Program
7000 l'ortage Road
Kalafl\azoo. foll 49001-0199
~·ax#
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Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.
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Our New Vanguard: Blacks in Business
Today marks the end of the 7th Annual Salute
to Black in Business Conference. The conference. sponsored by the Howard University Small
Business Development Center (HUSBDC) and
the School of Business Student Council, featured
sen1inars on entrepreneurial skills, a networking
reception and trade and career fairs that benefit
both the participating businesses as well as
Howard University students. This conference
speaks both lo the needs of the the black commu·
nity as well as. to the role that Howard must play
in meeting those needs.
The theme for this year's conference,
"E ntrepreneurship: The Road to Economic
Success,'' very accurately suggests that black
entrepreneurs and businessmen are at the vanguard of black progress and development in this
day and age. Not only limited to "Economic
Success .. , entrepreneurship holds the key to our
advancement as a whole and to our independence
from our fickle and fleeting government benefactor. In these recessionary times, all businesses
are hurt . However, pan of the an of having a

good business is planning and anticipating hard
times and taking provisions to insure stabilit.y
during those times. As reported in the Jan. 31,
1992 issue of THE HILLTOP 70 black-owned
firms have registered for the Trade and Career
fairs. Clearly, in these times, black businesses
have something to offer to one another as well as
to our students looking for employment opportunities.
Howard University is the most appropriate
institution around to host such a conference. As
Dr. Jenifer often notes, Howard is one of this
nation's largest black corporations and one of the
products we produce are young men and women
equipped to enter businesses, whether corporate
America or entrepreneurial ventures, and succeed. The HUSBDC and the Center for
Entrepreneurial Studies are here for us, as well as
the community, to take advantage of and to take
hold of our future with.
If Howard is going to take the lead in the 21st
century, it must surely take the lead in encouraging black entrepreneurship and business skills.
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To Honor Our Own
Tomorrow evening in Chicago, Dr. Lafayette
Frederick, professor and chairman of the
"Departn1en1 of Botany, will be honored by the
American A'ssociation for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS) for his work in recruiting and
encouraging minority.students in the biological
sciences. Long recognized by his students as one
of Howard's finest professors, Dr. Lafayetle's
honor speaks to ~e tremendous effect he has had
during his tenure on THE HILLTOP.
Dr. Frederick is one of the reason's why each
of us chose to allend Howard. Beyond all the
other issues and considerations that brought us
here, surely chief amongst those must have been
the prospect of being taught by professors and
scholars whose love of their profeslliJ)l was evident i11 !heir classrooms. S.ureiyCfiief ainongst
our considerations must have been the opportllnity to be taught not by the best black minds, but
by the best mind!; bar none.
Amid budget cuts and staff sho rtages, Dr.
Lafayelle Frederick points to the sort of investment that comes without any additional funding
requirements: The investment in human capital,
in wisdom. in caring and in a love of students and

a love of teaching. So much of what Howard
needs could be met by more money (or even better management of the funds we do have), but
what Dr. Frederick gives to his students and to
this University cannot be accounted for on any
balance sheet or in any budget.
Dr. Frederick's award serves as a reminder to
us all of the incredible resource that we have
available to us-<>ur faculty. Jn the rush of completing assignments and studying for exams, let's
not forget that our education extends beyond the
classroom and that our faculty can provide us
with much more than the fundamentals of science and math. As well, let the faculty renew
their commitment to us. Let the breadth of their
experierw,ps,rmeate the classroom and stay
with us
e r the exam has been taken and
11i'' ' 1, 1· ~· • • • • 1" ' ' .... ,.._
the final grWl,..ven...r.;Jl"i
.,...'iflP
, ,,.-t,, ·111
11 / 11 /
The Editorial Board of THE HILLTOP joins
with the Department of Botany, the College of
Arts and Sciences and the entire Howard
University community in offering our CONGRATULATIONS to DR. LAFAYETTE FREDERICK, one of Howard's finest now recognized
as one of science's finest.

I.

More of a Lion, Less of a Lamb
The problem with politicians is that,well, they
are politicians. The problem with politicians is
that, well, they are elected to look out for the
national interest, yet they look out for their own
interests. The problem with politicians is that,
well, what they understand, and worse for us,
what they practice, is politics, and not history or
economics. President Bush's State of the Union
address, last week, shows us that he needs to be
less of a politician and more of a leader; that he '
needs to look our for the national interest morat
than his own interest; that he should have taken
more lessons in economics and history than politics .while he was at Yale. It would be. more apt
to call Bush's State of the Union address a ''Last
, Ditch Effort to Sway Voters by Giving Them Tax
. Breaks That Really Do Not Help the !Oconomy,
But That Boost My Ratings With Them" address.
For the rich, Bush proposes to lighten their tax
burden by decreasing the capital gains tax rale
and by decreasing the tax on luxury items such
as yachts and private planes. The capital gains
tax has been before Congress several times
before and been defeated. And as for the tax
decrease on luxury iteµls, how many booms in
the yacht and private plane industries have lead
the U.S. economy out of a recession?
For the middle class, Bush proposes to allow
them to dip into their long-tenn retirement savings to buy homes and pay for educational costs.
What will happen to these people when the
Social Security fund cannot adequately meet the
need f America's aging populous? That is no
con em of his, he won't be running for re-elec·
tio theft,.._
·s pro sal to increase the personal exemption or ach child ignores the tremendous
fl.-Ql\debt that American households accumulated
· g the Reagan era. Any decrease in
taxes will n
e used by households to make
new purchas s, t to pay off some of their highinterest debt.
same is true for the revisions

he proposes for federal withholding: Any
increase in take home pay will pay off debt, not
go towards any new purchases.
How can Bush expect people to confidenlly go
out and make new purchases when they fear for
their own job security? A year and a half after
the recession, has begun and he is finally
responding to it. His lack of action, initiative
and laissez faire-cum-Herbert Hoover attitude
has done nothing to inspire confidence in the
economy nor in his ability to lead us out of this
recession.
Bush's moratorium on new government regulations is frightening. Under the guise of helping
to spur the economy (w hile also pandering to
right-wing Republicans who advocate less government regulation), Bush is flirting with the
safety and safeguards of the American people.
Does he remember that is was Reagan's deregulation of the banking industry that lead to the
S&L crisis that is costing us billions of dollars?
Bush has thrown out the safety considerations of
American labor for a quick fix to the economy
and a chance at being re-elected.
If President Bush's third State of the Union
address was, as his advisers touted, the ''defining
moment of his presidency," one cannot help but
think that this is closer to a valley than a peak.
But perhaps thar would be too harsh. Perhaps as
far as Bush goes, it was typical George Bush:
Not offending anyone, not offering anything new
or bold, pandering to his political right, all-in-all
a perfect gentlemen's speech. (One good thing is
that he stuck to the scripted speech and did not
venture into any of his "Bushspeak.") However,
with American competitiveness ebbing, education and infrastructure begging for investment,
paltry investment and savings rates and fundamental, long-range changes necessary for our
economy, perhaps we need a president who can
be more of a man and a little less gentle.
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Letters to the Editor
·'

Communications
from those
behind bars
,,

Editor's Nole: Once in a 'A hile,
THE HILLTOP receives letters
from persons within ins,titutio11s of
1

confinement who want""either pen
pa/~.JJr...{.{Jpies of 014r neh1sp!fuer. ,
Tl~foY!.!'i11g ~o s14~~.1,I~ .,~ffll

"1hit:h we received recentl1.J,,;,...~-.- _

Dear Editor,
I am present! y incarcerated at
the above address where I attend

the Inmate Higher Education
Program (l.H .E. P.) of Clinton
Community
College.
Nevertheless, the reason that I am
writing to you is because I would
like to correspond with a student
from your university. At your
convenience and when you have
the ppaer space, I would like for
you to print the following ad in
your university newspaper.
AFRICAN-AMERICAN INCAR-

tO"C:orrespond with. 1 could never
DENT WOULD LIKE CORRE· truly express how much a lener
SPONDENCE. WILL ANSWER can ffiean in a situation such as
ALL LETTERS . . VINCENT this. I would deeply appreciate
LEWIS #89T4929 Clinton just being able to share ideals,
Correctional Fae. P.O. Box 2002 objective, opinions and points of
Dannemora, New York 12929. view.
Your time and efforts in adhering
I would like to ask if there is
to my humble request will not go anyway you could place a small
unappreciated by me.
add in your newspaper for me
•Thau!; yo'lt
~questjjlg. coq:_espondence. Yqµ,.,
... _.._. - - \\nelnt Lav~.,.. ,_.eip..in!'doing ~ w~ld truly be
,,. ,,. •·:J ii '-'1 ~ ~ • ~ 'il~ptl!~la'fd ft!ore tHa'n words
could ever express. If not, I
Dear Editor
would like to thank you for even
taking time to read my letter.
When these few lines become Again, thank you !
yours I hope that they will greet
I am a male, 28 years old. I
you in anopen form of mind. enjoy reading sports and wroking
Your understanding of this letter out. I would enjoy writing anyone
willing to respond to the ad. My
would mean alol to me.
Hello my name is Norman full name is Norman Lamoni
Lamont Parks and I am an inmate Parks #225-759, London, Ohio
in London , Ohio. However, I P.O. Box 740 Zip 43140
hope that my telling you this, it
will not stop you from reading this
Sincerely
letter. On judging what I'm askNorman L. Parks
#225-759
ing open-minded.
Ms. or Sir, I am writing to you
because I am in need of someone P.S. Thank you !
CERATED COLLEGE STU-

I

We Welcome Your Letters and Comments

THE HILLTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Facut1y, adminisirators, staff, students and
alumni are encourag~d to share their original ideas and opinions.
We publish only material addressed to us. We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors of style,
spelling and punctuation. Letters as well as commentaries mus1 be typed and signed, complete with full address and
telephone number.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of the Editorial Board,
and do not neccessarily rel feet the opinions of Howard University. its adminislfation, THE H!UTOP Board or the
studen1s.
'
Please address letters and comments to:

•

Editorial Editor

THEHIUTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW

•

Washington, DC 20059

'
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RACISM AND THE BLACK ATHLETE
Manning Marable

For generations, white athletes who
excelled in any sport were dcscri~
"hard-working.. , "diligent'' and "dedicat·
ed". African-Americans who achieved
prominence in spons, by contrast, were
known as ''natural athletes'' who did not
have to train rigorously for lhcir success-

es. Joe DiMaggio and Rocky Marciano
were applauded by the media for their
work ethic: Sonny Liston and Willie

Mays were described as "naturally gift~
athletes".
The basic racist assumption beneath
these statemen1s was that blacks were

"animals," not human beings. Anyone

knows that a horse can outrun any person. A gorilla is more powerful than the
strongest weight-lifter. To be black was
to be closer to the physical world of
beasts. And of course, whites who displayed physical prowess were said to

•

•

have achieved these accomplishments by
their mental powers.
A more sophisticated racism is eviden!)Odey" at all levels of athletics, as
sopk ~hite athletes who fail 10 achieve
quicker than ever to attribute their
oncomings to ·'reverse discrimination''
policies favoring blacks. For example,
there's the recent case of Sandra Myers
of Little River, Kansas. A former UCLA
track star. she once held the U.S. record
in the 400 meter hurdles. But as black
female athletes such as Florence Griffith·
Joy~er and Evlyn Ashford moved past
her 1n the sprints, Myer 's track career
declined. Myers attributed her problems
co "reverse discrimination among coaches." In 1987, she renounced her
American citizenship, became a citizen
' qf Spain, and joined the Spanish Athletic
Federation as its new "star". Last month,
Myers won the 100 and 200 meter competitions in a European meet. At the age
of 30, this former American has become
Spain's brightest hope for an Olympic
Medal in the 1992 Garnes in Barcelona.
Why was Myers, who coU"!d barely
speak a word of Spanish, prepared to surrender her American citizenship? In a
recent press account, Myers explained:
"For a white sprinter in the U.S., it's
v~ry, very_ difficul~. It's a kind of a phob,,-you JUSt don t see any white sprinters, and coaches aren't interested in
developing them."
Myers argues that he r race had
become a liability within the U.S. "'The
Americans have a problem because they
have .too much natural talent," Myers
e~pla1ns. "Black athletes are naturally
gifted: they make great sprinters and

Thomas S. Watson, Jr.

jumpers. Why should a coach wort to
develop a white athlete when he doesn't
have to do anything with a black athlete?
They just recruit them, time them. and
they have a winning team.''
Myers's statements represent the
"new racism" of Willie Honon bashing
and Bush administration assaults on
affrrrnative action. The argument is not
only racist, its illogical in the extreme.
Because in reality, success by any group
in any avenue of human endeavor is
largely determined by the factors of
opportunity, availability of resources.
and the level of individual dedication.
Why do African-American •a1hletes
dominate the NBA, but virtually unrepresented in the National Hockey League or
the Professional Golfers Association?
Build 5000 ice skating rinks and public
golf courses in the African-American
community, and crea1e hundreds of training programs and incentives for black
elemenwy school children. Believe me,
within 20 years you'll have some whites
writing about the "natural ability" of
blacks in golf and ice hockey!
"Blacks excel in athletics because
o_pportunities are still limited in professional and corporate circles for minorities and women. Expand job access and ·
affirmative act ion enforcemenl, and
fewer blacks would go into sports.
Racial discrimination is still rampant
in college athletics. A recently released
NCAA study indicates that the graduation rate after five years for black athletes is only 26.6 percent, compared to
52.2 percent for whites. More significantly, the vast majority of white athletes
drop out of college during their early
years, while nearly as many black athletes leave school in their years as in
their first two. This implies that many
coaches and academic officials are more
concerned with eligibility rather than the
goals of education and graduation, when
ic comes 10 black athletes.
. The NCAA study also indicated that
when African-American and white athletes have 1he same SAT scores, blacks
graduate from college at higher rates
than whites. This shows that standardized tests are a poor indicator of future
academic performance, and that blacks
with lower SAT scores should -not be
arbitrarily denied admission 10 higher
education.
Shed no tears for Sandra Myers. the
linle white princess who ned to Europe
because she could not keep pace with
black women sprinters on the track. The
real victims of raci sm on the playing
field remain people of color.

(both still in severe recession) business
The White House: Thursday, Oct. 31, owners said that local business leaders
want President Bush to focu s on the
91:
We were 15 small and medium busi- domestic economy and leave othe r
ness owners sitti ng with President nations to themselves,
As the only African-American in the
George Bush and his top economic advisors. He had invited us to the White room, I felt an obligation to support the
House for our advice and observations Ohioan 's observation. It has a direct link
on the state of the U.S. domestic econo- to the future of African- Americans.
my. Having made 1he decision to run for There is strong resi stance to our
a second term. Pre sident Bush wa s (African-Americans) entry into domestic
teaching out to various constituencies for markets or careers. However we have a
broader appeal and opponunity in a largadvice and suppon.
Sitting with Presiden1 Bush and us al er [global market]. Of the USA's one ( 1)
the table in the Roosevelt Room were, million u~e~ployed middle managers
John Sununu (Chief of Staff), Michael and profess ionals, many are AfricanHoskin (Economic Advisor), Robe rt Americans. Most of these jobs will not
Mosbacker (Secretary of Commmerce ) be replaced in the domestic market.
I therefore emphasized the need for
and Patricia Saiki (Administrator of the
Small business Administration). After African-Americans to look past the misthe typical press opening-microphones treatment and prejudices of the USA, to
intruding from every direction, cameras find the reals opportunities that exist for
flashing and bright lights from portable us in the global market. I talked about
television cameras-the discussion turned the USA having built a long term comto specifics. In "his opening statemeri1 to petitive advantage in the global market,
the press. President Bush cited small by integrating us into the business and
business as the backbone of our U.S. political systems in the United States.
economy. He used the oft quoted statis- We have developed not only the managetics of small business starts, job creation ment and technical sk ills needed for
and innovation. He also emphasized his world competitiveness, but we have also
inceres1 in the well being of the domestic developed the skil l of Cultural
economy and stated that his administra- Flexibility [the ability to bridge cultures
tion was as concerned about leadership in a manner tha1 e ngenders mutual
in the USA as it is about leadership in respect and cooperation between people].
the "'New World Order".
Cultural flexibility is a mental habit
Specific recommendations from business owners included an increase in cap- that we have developed in the process of
ital gains tax relief and other similar tax integrating ourselves into a culture that is
strategies. Because tax changes require dominated by people of physical appearsupport from Congress, President Bush ance, religion and customs different
was reluctant to embrace them as viable from our own. We have learned to make
a .Place for ourselves in [hi s culture,
strategies for economic improvement.
An Oh io manufacturer said " ... the without disparaging those different from
downtu rn has not hurt my company us or losing connection with our own
because we have deep international values. This is something that we can
involvement. International sales have teach to our European-American fellow
replaced the decline in orders from our citizens. It is something that we can use
local customers." He suggested'' ... the to improve the competitiveness of U.S.
pe rce ption is wrong ... the Bu sh products and seivices in world markets.
Administration must get the good news It is something that we can use to bring
out ... stimulating the global economy has people of divers back.grounds and cula direct effect on the jobs and economic tures together, here in the United States.
At a press conference on the White
stability of local communi1ies."
Several business owners expressed a House lawn after this meeting I again repressing need for more investment capi- emphasized the value Qf Cultural
tal lo be available for small businesses. Flexibility to national news services.
One said that the current General Although currently there is a deep misAgreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAIT) understanding of the role and value of
negotiations are hurting U.S. farmers. African-Americans in a global market,
He says the European Community (EC) over time many will begin to see the
is continuing to subsidize its farmers, but light. With many of us carrying the mesthe federal governments of the USA and sage [each in our own way], broader
other nations are reducing subsidies. He understanding and new leadership will
pointed out that markets once lost to EC emerge in the United States.
subsidies, will be difficult to regain
Thomas S. Watson~ Jr., is clwirman of
when the GAIT negotiations are completed and EC su bsidie s have been Watson Rice and Company, Washington.
reduced. From California and Detroit, D.C.

ENTARY
The Road To Consciousness
Chrlstooher Coleman

We have a )ong way to go. The United
St_ate:; h_as a long way to go, and the people
with m 1t, have a long way to go.
Recently, I had a very enlightening and
~o me".""hat disheartening experience
involving the level of consciousness of the
Un!ted States. Two weeks ago a group of
whice RA's (Resident Assistants) from the
University of Delaware visited Howard.
They participated in programs and forums
for two ~ay s and nights. One of their
nights, Fnday night to be exact, the RA's
of Drew an~ the Quad were to be responsible for their activities. We, the RA 's of
Drew, came together with the RA 's of the
Quad to formulate the sequence of events.
In t_he tradition of all RA functions, we
decided to perform controversial race rela·
tions skits. After the skits, we were co discuss everyone's feelings on race relations
in this country. We were also to conduct
~n ~xe~cise . in which we would present
1ntngu1ng pictures to individuals at random, and they would be asked to comment
on them. Instead of the skit we showed
that weeks segmenl of "A Different

World" which ouclined an inc ident of
racial tension. The discussion following
was rather beneficial, a lot of issues that
need~d to be discussed were discussed.
Yet, 1~ was the exercise of the picture pre·
sentat1ons that tore into my heart.
A picture was presented to one of the
RA 's from Delaware. The picture depicted
three young black men sprawling on the
gr4:1und hol.ding on to lampposts while
being heavily showered with water that
measured about seven inches in diameter.
We all know this scene to be from the infamous D-Day sce ne in Birmingham
Alabama on May 3, 1963. When we asked
the RA what she saw in the picture she said
~hat she saw ''a flood" nothing more, nothing less. She knew nothing of the true
occurrences in the picture nor of the impor1ance of_the picture to black people! In
another instance, _we showed the balcony
sce~e of Dr. Martin Luther King's assassination. You know the one where Andrew
Young, Jesse Jackson, Ralph Abernathy
and others are pointing toward Kings
assailant. Of course all of the Howard students knew what the picture was and what
it signified, yet more than half of the

Delaware RA 's had never seen or heard of
the picture before! We have a long way to

go.
. The cases that I have brought up here
illustrate many points. First, we must
study and understand our own history. We
mus1 understand that ti() million Africans
were killed during the Middle Passage
slave lrade . We must understand the
implications of scholarships such as the
Rhodes Scholarship, which is named after
Cecil Rhodes, a man who killed hundreds
of thousands of Africans in the name of
England. We must understand that we are
~ a constant struggle against mis-informa·
t1on , A great book. to start with is the
''Black Student's Guide to Posi tive
Education", written by Zak Kondo.
Secbnd, white people do not simply
acquire what is common knowledge to us
and should be common knowledge to all
by osmosis. They are purposely taught
otherwise. Therefore, we must make this
knowledge common knowledge to them.
Third, we must ''hip them to the fact" at aJI
opponunities. When a white person or any
mis-informed or un-informed person says
or does something unfavorable, call them

on it. 11 is your job to make sure that if
!hey did not understand the lruth before,
that they fully understand it when you have
departed from their presence. Mos1 of us
say we call people on their lack of the
truth, but how many of us actually do? Lei
alone at every chance? Maybe some of us
do nO( confront or correct fallacies for fear
of being perceived as being mean or
aggressive. If something like the middle
passage does not compel one to ac1 regardless of outside perception. I don't know
what would! The point is we must always
take advantage of all opponunities to educate those who do not know. And just as in
the case of this RA from Delaware, some
white people just do not know. Jc 1nay not
be their fault per se. but che fac1 still
remains that they do noc know the truth and
they need to.
Un_til the time when black people control dissemination of mass truthful information in the Unite States, it is up to u~ to
educate the masses. From that statement
alone, on will clearly realize !hat 011 the
road to consciousness. we indeed ha\'e a
long way to go.
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Juice: The Future of black
Omar Tyree
.

'

Although the "Juice'' soundtrack. produced by Public Enem.Y's Han\'Shocklee
alon_g with the Bomb] Squad, featured
music from Big Daddy Kane, Eric B and
Rakim and Naughty By ·Nature. included
appearances from rap stars Queen
Latifah , DJ Red Alert,. Special Ed and
EPMD, ''Juice'' was a film portraying
more about morality, respect, fear and
power than about turntables and rap
~usic . ''Jui~e'' effectively captures the
d1le~ma facing black American you1h,
entenng the 21st century.
Written by Gerald Brown and Ernest
R. Dickerson, ''Juice presents a pulsating
rollercoaster ride of four friends from 1he
South Bronx, who get involved in a grocery s1ore robbery which turns fatal.
And from that point on, the suspense
never slows down.
In this world of the mean streets of
New York, married women make love to
teenagers, school is seldom attended
dignity is second to money, women seti
tee~agers guns and then say ''hello" to
1he1r parents and eyeryone is after a
wicked form of respect in a crazy world
of madness. Yet in still, there is a dream
for success and a quest (Q)for basic
humanity.
What urban black America lacks is
morality, represented by Raheem (Khalil
Kain), who is the controller of the group.
Bui Raheem has 10 take care of his child
with fatherly responsibility. The child
represents the children of black America,
who are being neglected without morals
and corre~t leadership. And when our
moral starts to sway and become twisted
like when Raheem purchases a gun and
agrees to hold up the grocery store, the
hunger for power took control. And in
the loss of morality, Raheem 's earl y
death, urban black· America is a lost
Bishop.
Ther_e is, and has alway s bee n a
hunger 1n urban Black America to hold

the keys to some type of power. Bishop
(Tupac Shakur) is charged with the
hunger to possess the 38-pistol which he
will relinquish to no one, killing his own
morality and with the possession of the
gun, like in every other story of morality,
Satan can wield his hand and make one
gifted in wickedness. Bi shop never
knew so much courage and wit than
when he held the power to kill. In fact,
killing became his only power and his
only means by which to gain respect.
The increased ingenious plotting of
Bi shop could remind one of Cain to
Abel, Brutus to Ceasar, Lex Luther to
Superman and Typhon to Osiris. I was
amazed at what smarts the 38-pistol had
given him and at what sick courage had
surfaced. The-hunger for power without
morality i~ 1lhe arch evil of urban Black
America ;and the plague of our future.
But Bisho'p dies young, with no chance
for redemption, just like many other
urban youths.
Yet in still , like the slain Re .• Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., we have a dream
to reach success and to sustain our quest
for humanity. Our hero Q (Omar Epps)
must survive if Black America is to have
a future. Q, with his confidence and
skill, becomes victorious in a DJ contest,
but victory and success could not separate him from the ills of his four-member
famil y. He had succeeded in his individual task, but he knew he had to deal with
Bi shop if hi s consc ious was to ever
become righteou s, ju st as Howard
University students' quest to affect
Washington 's inner-city with the
Community Outreach Program . But
even in our Quest for humanity, we can
become ill-minded and seduced by the
same type of mentality that we condemn.
We then purchase our own guns to slay,
knowing that two wrongs do not make a
right. We must be like Steel, and hold on
to the fait h without succumbing to violent ways ourselves.
Steel (J~rmain Hopkins) survives a
bullet to te ll the truth about the

•

er1ca

unleashed wickedness in Bishop, to save
our quest (Q). And a1though Steel represents our pride and our fight for the truth,
despite our stereotype, Steel, at the
receiving end of Bishop's bullet, cried
out with courage against evil . He survives because we must not fail and will
not fail in telling the truth about who
started the world's destruction. And in
the end, we are to fear no one but the
Creator, who made all things with bal-

may not have happened. In other words,
we must learn 10 be creative and critical
in thought. to concoct an idea or a 1neaning even if there does not seem lo be one.
Only then can we become the force in
whic h th e establishment will fear.
Excellent examples of critical thought
can be witnessed in Ke\'in Cosincr's ""No
Way Out", Harrison Ford's ""An Innocent
Man"', Oliver Stone·s ""JFK" the classic
play ""A Soldiers Stor}'. and in Sisler
Souljah 's video.
ance.
Visionaries of critical thought are
Balance is the key to having "Juice",
but it can not be achieved unless all four needed in the black community to make
elements remain together. In symbolic sense out of what appears to be unimpornarure, the four elements are that of tant or hidden. Critical thought and ere·
water (purity and morality). earth (mate- ativity can also be enhanced through
rial possession and.skills), fire (wisdom rea-ding, experiencing and living activeand knowledge) and air (spirituality and ly. Life and a lot of its symbolisms can
the belief in a supreme being) the com- be understood if we learn to use ou r
bination of these four elements makes us .po'wer of thought.
"Juice'' was ob\'iously ver.· S}'mbolic
wholistic in nature and filled with purpose. Our quest for humanity will fight and meaningful for all of BJaCk America
on and live like Steel , but we must to witness. Therefore , I advise those
always have morality (Rahem) before we who saw nothing in the mo\'ie to watch it
again with an eye for its symbolis111s.
can possess righteous power (Bishop).
Raheem, Bishop, Q and Steel all And for those who have not )'et seen ic.
played excellent roles in ''Juice''. The when and if you do watch it with the
film carried one of the most powerful "Third Eye".
I am no longe r a student here at
messages that I have ever witnessed.
There is no glamorous violence in this Howard University. but I wil! al1,1•ays be
move, because the character named a student of life. which is son1ethi11g that
Bishop was crazy out of his mind. "I we all have to become in our Quesl for
don't give a@#$% who it is," he said, of '"Juice". Ernest R. Dickerson. also a forkilling people. Unfortunately, his men- mer Howard Universit}''st11den1. directed
tality portrays the reality of many black the film and has worked wi1h the producurban youths in New York, Detroit , tion crew for all five of Spike Lee ·~
Chic~gO, Philadelphia, Los Ange les, film s, including Malcolm X. to be
Washington and even Dallas and Atlanta released around Christmas. By the wa~' I
have rising murder rates. Bi shop's only watched the movie one time.
ob~ssion with the gun in "Juice'', also
On1ar T)·ree is tJ1e assis10111 etli1or of
reminded me of a short story by RicJiard
Wright , titled ''The Boy Who Was Capitol Spotlight Ne11·sp<1per a11d !'resident of MARS Productio11s P11hlishin,i:.
Almost A Man".
1
I heard of individuals who did not His first no1·ef ··colored 011 l\ hite
quite catch the symbolisms of the movie Campus: The Ed1icatio11 vf o Rl1Citil
and was thus impulsed to write about it. World."! 11.'ilf be relea:Jetl i11 ~ie(Jt .
Black people must learn to open their
eyes and see what may not be seen, feel
what may not be fe lt and witness what
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Candidates use various
techniques to present
platforms on paper.
By Depelsha R. Thomas
Hilltop Staff Writer

As candidates prepare for 1!1e various speakouls that v.'ill most
likely lead 10 their \'ictory or de(c:it. so111e of thc1n ha\•e already

begun getting 1heir n1 ssage across b)' posting fl)'Crs around can1pus.
Students runni11g f r office in the Ho\vard University Student

•

Association {HUSA) re fin1ited to spcr1ding $!800 on publici1y for
their campaigns. and ome candidates Sil)' they will take it 10 1he
limit.
\V illiar11 ··Bo" M rtin. a \' itl' ·presidentia! ca11dida tc for
HUSA. sa id that h and his runr1ir1g par111cr. Donald Jean.
will probabl)' spen !he maxin1u111 of $ 1800. He !1opcs to
defra)' so111e of the , osts. tl1rough donations. ~me of which
he sai d he has alreatly recei\'ed.
Bill Neel)'. a juflior in tl1e Scl1ool of Cor11n1ur1ications
\\•ho owns and opetates his ov•n graphic design company
(B.G. Graphics ). i~ \.\'Orking on the Jean/Marti11 c;1r11paign.
He v.•as responsible 'for the red dot ca111paign 1h;1t led Bate s
and Grant to victo r~' last year.
Martin said that Neel\ and his slate ··ki11d of chose each
other·· to work \\ ilh. "That red dot \\'as killing people last
}'ear." he said.
Neely. \Vho said hi! ca11 do flyers. photographs. pos1crs.
buttons. balloons and banners said it is important for the
theme to be reflected in the fl\'er.
·· if your platform is conser\·ati\•e. you do not v.'ant flashy
flyers. Al so. the quality of 1he fl)'Cf is ''cry important. If
you can't see the picture or the cutline. it v.•on't be very effective.
The llyer should di~play good. clear. crisp things:· Neel}' said.
Christopl1er Colen1an. HUSA preside11tial candidate whose running n1ate is Karen Sl1eppard. h:1d his frie nd Jan1es Sv.':tnn who

... _____
,.p,.,.._.,.._.,

Wed. , Feb. 12,
7:00 pm

l'OSl'fil< r!- L 't LU
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In the '91 HUSA campaigns the Bates-Grant slate utilized a red dot on all flyers and campaign literature
to clearly identify mateiials associated with their campaign. Such tactics may be used again this year.
does "slellar work"' design hi s llyer. and had the printing done by of the School of Communications Student Council, worked on his
Howard Copy.
campaign which gave him the winning edge last year. Although
··we have a good relationship v.•ith Howard Copy. I feel like he does not think the ADvance Team is working on a campaign
the}' are there for us. I'm sure a Jot of people will be using Kinko 's, right now, he is preny sure they will get some calls soon.
but it was in1portant to us to stick with Howard Copy." C~cman
S1ovall said that the amount of flyers and the placement of them
said.
· is very important. He suggests placing them in stairwells, where
''Flyers inlluence voting great ly. People will go on who they've people are more inclined to look at the walls, as opposed to up and
seen if they don't get a chance to meet 1he candidates personally. down hallways. Bathroom stalls are another good place, Stovall
Just the fact that a candidate puts forth an effort to put up a lot of said.
flye rs shows that theY really care i1bou1 the pasition," Coleman
Stovall also worked on the flyers that helped Julius·Bailey win
President ·of the College of Arts and Sciences Student Council last
''If your platform is conservative, year.
underdog at first . He ca ught people 's attenyou do not want flashy flyers. tion''Hewithwasthetheexcellent
, glossy pictures whi ch made him
look
outstanding
initially,"
said.
Also, the quality of the flyer is Stovall thinks that candidatesheshould
slart out using piclures on
very important. If you can't see llyers·so that people will be able 10 place the name with the face.
the frrsl few weeks. fl yers should have pho1os on them.
the picture or the cutline, it won't be And''For
as ii gets closer to elec1ion time. !hey should post more vlatstatements and substantial infonnation. The first thing 1s to
very effective. The flyer should dis- fonn
get people to know who you are." Stovall said.
Neely, who usually works on campaigns of people he supports,
play good, clear, crisp things,''
said that by using his services. students are not only helping a fel--Bill Neely, b.g graphics
low Howard student, they are also helping the business sector of
the black community. Neely also helped the ADvance Team with
said.
Stovall and Bailey's campaigns last year.
Coleman added that the money he v.•ill spend on publicity will
This year. in addition to the Jean/Martin campaign. Neely is also
be his own.
working on UGS'A representatives, school elections, graduate and
" I saved the money \.\'Orking. Sorne people spend their money undergraduate trustee campaigns.
on clothes and other things: this is what I do. Campaigning is fun
Neely said that there is a difference between just printing inforfor me, like vacation time:· he said.
mation for someone and giving them advice on a campaign.
James Stovall. past president of the ADvance Team , the adver- ''Supporting is actually advising them on what they should do
tisi ng club in the School of Co1n1nunications. l!nd current president visually," he said.
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To study alu™; for tl1c Mc.AT is nearly im~i blc . Tu study witholtt

•

Stanley H. Kaplan 1s'simply a bad career move.
Maybe it's our SO yc:irs of tKpenmce. Our ~n111 U !!lasses and adva11ctd
t~ching tnethods. Or a rcsa(t h depa.nment th:i1 reacts to test changes \,(for~
must comp;inits even know tl1ey ~'l'.ISI
Whatever 1t is. ii mcdicmc i.s in your [urure. Sun!ey H K.tpl.::tn can help
you statt pr.icticing right 1111w

STANLEY H. KAPIAN

!

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
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CHANGE
E & J ENTERPRISES
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'

Students can make extra
money
.
grow by investing in mutual funds
'

BY. James Bryant
Hilltop Staff Writer

According to John Markese, research
director of the American Associa1ion of
Individual Investors, "Mutual funds are
the safest and mos1 convenient way for
novices 10 break into the stock and bond
markets."
While bank sav ings accounts offer
rhe account holder a degree of security
and modest interest, at some point , in
order to improve the return on their
investment, savers will probably wish to
venture beyond the bank.
Bank cenificates of deposit (CD) are
an alternative; CD rates are also relatively modest. Stocks and bonds offer
the investor a higher rate of return, but
profitable investment requires more
money and expenise than the beginning
investor usually has. Mutual funds,
however, combine the potential for
higher rates of return with a lower
~equirement level of expenise in investing.
A mutual fund is a company that
invests in stocks, bonds (and 01her types
of securities) to earn the best return for
the fund's investors. Individuals invest
in mutual funds by buying shares in the
fund and becoming part owners and
entitles to shares of the fund's earnings.
Mutual fund s are managed by full·
time professional investors who select
the fund's sec urities. The managers
monitor the performance of the stocks
or bonds and are supponed by teams of
industry researchers who assist them in
making decisions about when to buy
and sell.
I
Mutual fund manager11ent companie~
range in size from basement operations
to corporate giants such as Fidelity and
Vanguard . Fund matlagement companies usuall}' assess an annual in\"estment
. ad\'isory fee of between one-half per·
cent and one percen'1 of the fund 's
assets.
Mutual funds offer the investor the
benefil of diversification. Because the
investor's money is spread among many
securities that the fund o"'ns, an indi·

•

''idual stock performance is usually not
critical to the shareholders investment
performance.
•
Money Magazine reporter Eric
Schurenberg. said ... If you own shares in
a mutual fund and one of its s1ocks
plumn1e1s in value,lthe rest of the fund 's
holding will cushion your investment.
But if. for example. you own stock only
in IBM and the price drops sharply, you
could really suffer."
According to Schurenberg three
ways that a rnutual fund can earn money
for the investor is "by receiving dividend s or interest on the securities it
owns, by sel ling securities at profit and
by owning securities that appreciate in
value, thereby pushing up the price of
the fund's own shares."
Most mutual funds payrshareholders
fund earnings in the form of dividends
and capi tal gains distributions. These
proceeds can be 1aken by the investor
in cash or can be automatically rein·
ves1ed in additional shares of the fund.
Mutual fund shares can be bought
directly from the firm, from a stockbroker. or through a financial planner,
depending on the fund. If Jhe fund is
sold only by a broker, there is usually a
sales commission known as a "load."
In son1e cases, no comm iss ion is
charged at the time of purchase, but an
assessn1ent of one percent to five percent of tl1e dollar an1our1t is made when
shares are sold . Thi s is known as a
back-end load . Funds that sell shares
directly to i11dividl1al investors and
('harge no co111 111ission are known as
no·!oad funds. Says Schure nberg,
·· ... no·loads ... ar1d load funds perform
about the same on average."
Choosing a 1nutu:1I fund
\Vhen ('hoosirig ;1 mutual fund,
Fortune 111agazine reponer Sally Solo,
s;iid. ··Thir1k abo11t ho\\' )'OU choose a
doc1or. Bu)•i11g a i.tock fund that has
continuously perfonned poorly is like
going 10 a quack widely known nol to
have cured anybody."
"Don·t fall prey to one-year wonders. Ask about a fund ·s three, five, or
ten-}'ear records. To make sure you
truly are hooking up with the dynamo

'

who made the monevr---------,,.---,,---,,.---,-----,

grow, ask how Ion

HoW mutual funds fared

1he current fun
managers have been Mutual fuid performance for periods ended Jan. 23:'"
T,,. of fund (no. of funds)
Toi.I ,...,_n,
there," Solo said.
CJel•ill.eac:llMldl
Week
1992
t:Zmos.
Another factor t
CXhlllA
, •>•(134)
-0.94'11t
+2.20% +31.12%
consider is how Ion
Qrowlh (300)
-0.92%
+1.29% +34.'42%
you wish t~ have ..... C6114*1J gtowth (115) -0.70% +4.93".4 +5421%
your money invest- Growlh and Income (250)
-0.72"/o
+0.61 % +27.81%
ed. ''Five years is the £4Arl!IOOIM (12)
-0.47'11t
+0.30"/o +25.84%
Oen.RM*fund•.g.1171)
-0.80%
+1 .69% +34.18%
average lengrh o
one up-and-down sr.-1 11«1 fund•
cycle in the stock a1'ancedftrlds(OT)
-o.58%· -0.70'Yo +23.88%
and bond markets,' Healthjbiotechnol0gy(1 0)
- 0.83°/o
+0.2 1% +67.37%
Schuren berg sa id. Euroii11n 1eglol1 fund9 (28) +1.11% +0.04% +8.80%
''[If you can afford t
Fl11ed iim11e (638)
, -0.02%
-0.86% +16.83%
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Money finding services may be bogus
By Tera Grall,
HIUtop Staff..Writer

1\ reee111 p1ess release aboa l a

e ''Ct'ion 1Jw11gh iCliolarsl1ips, g1111ts arid IO&llS . I iliittk llitfe

Scholarship Matching Institute, a divi·
sion of Gray Company, said that they
would locate from six to 25 financial aid
sources for higher education, or the $59
service fee would be refunded.
Ros Gray, president of Gray Company
Publishing , sa id, "'This institute is
designed to basica lly give a lisl of
prospective scholarships."
Toni Christian, a sophomore in
College of Allied Health, said, ,., am

scholarship research programs arc a
waste of money but not a waste of time:·
A number ~qf fmancial aid experts do
not re<:ommcild these services to students. Eleanor· Johnson, a senior in
School of ConimunM;aPons said, "'There
are many ways of getting money through
your school counselors and the public
library. I think these services are one
more way to make money off of college
students.''

_:,._~·:·,:·~"'~'~1r~c·~·~·~(;fi~w~·~1n~c;ia~l:•~id~.;;;;:;;;;::;-;;,;;;;;:::;::·:fi=n~·:n:.s~in=•~m~y

- · ---~

A big question asked by college students and parents across the country is
how to obtain money for a college education. A recen1 survey by 1he American
Legions Education and Scholarship
Program estimates that over four billion
dollars in student scholarships, loans and
part-lime jobs are available to qualified
students who apply for aid.
With the recession upon the American
public, many studen1s are looking for

-1.01%

+2.89%

• +7.12%

remain invested fo
lr1'emlliooll f\#lds (90)
+1.3QO/o
+0.62"/o +12.62"/o
that Jong,] there is'
Pl:llc1"'°"bictt(?1J
+1.71'1ii
-HJ.13% +13.89%
good chance you
ScilllOll & techiiology (21)
-0.75%
+6.56'% +44.54"/•
fund will have time 1Mtyf\r'ldl(23t
+o.54%
-2.83% +18.85%
10 rebound from 1 - TOlll r.un is 111e !;haf"ll9 n price~ •II 6vldencb and t11pit&I oa.-is
*1Ynlild
Sol.«:e: Upper Arlllyliclll 5efvloes Inc.
downturns," he con·,~------------------~
tinued. If you will The performance of mutual funds may be
need the money
ked b Y exam I n Ing c ha rt s , sue h as th e
sooner, then choose 1rac
to invest in low-risk one above, In business publications.
funds.
from federal laxes.
There are four ca1egories of mutual
International and Global Funds.
funds. The ca1egory is detennined by
the individual fund 's investment goal. These funds may be growth. total-return
or income funds. depending on the fund
The basic groups are:
managers inves1ment ··s1ra1egy.
Growth Funds. These are the riskiest
International funds invest all of their
funds but offer the best long-term per· money in foreign secu ritie s. Global
fonnance. Growth fund managers invest
fund s can invest both in the U.S. and
in stocks companies that are expected to
abroad.
increase in value.
Total-Return Funds. This group of
Before investing in any security. one
funds invests in a mix of securities should understand how the. sec urit}'
works. Mutual funds publish a docu~cluding growth stocks, expensive ment called a prospectus which explains
ti1gh·dividend stocks and bonds. The in detail the operating procedures of the
goal of 1otal-return funds managers is to fund. Potential in\'estors shou ld al\va}'S
provide steady returns from a combina· read and understaiid lhe fund pro~pectus
tion of capital gains and interest or di vi·
dends.
before investir1g.
Some mutual funds will accept initial
Income Funds. Managers of income investments of as little as $500. making
funds seek to provide investors stead}' them accessible to the begiiining
income from primary bonds. and in
investor. To find out more about rn.utual
some cases, high.dividend stocks such funds, investors may consult a profes·
as utili1ies. There are two types of
income funds that invest in bonds. sional financial planner. Financial publi·
cations such as Mone}' ~1agazine and
Taxable bond funds invest in corporate Fonune Magazine periodically pro\•ide
and U.S. Government bonds . Tax · consumer information for mutual fund
exempt b<,">nd funds invest in municipal investors.
bonds, which pay interest that is free

1

y Ealena a en ar
Hilltop Staff Writer
Keith Lee. a senior majoring in electrical engineering, offers an alternative to
Kinko's and Howard Copy with his own business enterprise, Papers Plus. The
desktop publishing business. which Lee operates from his dorm room. offers such
services as personal stationery and letterhead, resumes and cover letlers, term
papers. fliers. newsletters and scan images with what he says is better quality at
lov.·er prices than the competition.
..,
After being introduced to desktop publishing over the summer while working
for Motorola Company. Lee began Papers Plus at the stan of last semester.
Lee 's business began expanding after completing a stationery job for A & E
Word Processing Company. After being impressed with his work, A & E later
hired him to do consulting work for the company.
.In this capacity, A & E
co11tac1s Lee when they need his services in order to complete one of their projecls.
For a fee , Lee wi ll go in and work for them when they need him. Lee also works
as a consultant for Einhorn, Yaffee and Prescott Architectural and Engineering
Firm in Georgetown, Keil and Keil Business Consultants and various government
agencies.
Lee ;idvcnises his business through fliers and by word of mou1h. He also gives
free, promotion;il stationery to faculty members to attract business. Lee has also
do11e so111e "'Ork for the Howard University Small Business Development Center.
\\hich helped prornote his business. "'They also told me who to talk 10. where to
go. and what to do." Lee said.
With r1c1 earnings of approximately $6,000 including consulting work, Lee
adinit~ that Papers Plus has done better than expected.
Lee doc~ all of the work for Papers Plus by himself but, when 1enn papers stan
('Oming in. he v.•ill employ a few others to help him. With a class load of twenty
credits ir1 electrical engineering, consul1ing work and Papers Plus, an average day
for Lee is qui1e busy.
Although he often has to sacrifice hours of sleep to get everything done. he does
not mind because he says, "I like my work."
In the future. Lee plans to stay with electrical engineering and go on to obtain a
master's business administration in Information Systems. ''I will open up a full
fledged desktop publ ishing business." he said. "I will stan small and build up."
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51 Ce{e6ratiof? of
Cu{ture & 51cliievements

t all started in 1926 with an
idea proposed by Carter G.
Woodson, a Black historian and the
son of former slaves. Negro
History Week, as it was originally
called, was organized through the
Association for the Study of AfroAmerican Life & Histo~y which
.Woodson founded in 1915. Often
considered to be the start of the
· Black history movement, this celebration was initially designed to
commemorate the birthdays of
Abraham Lincoln arid Frederick
Douglass. The name of the celebra. I
tion was changed to Black History
Week in the early 1970's and then
expanded to Black History Month
shoPtly afterward in 1976. Today,
the Association for the Study of
,
Afro-American Life & History
··---:::-continues to sponsor the event,
spreading the celebration of black
culture and achievements to all
areas of the world.

. his February, the University Libraries
is celebrating Black History Month with
a major exhibition, A Stronger Soul Within a
Finer Frame: Portraying African-Americans In
the Black Renaissance, on view in the Under-

graduate Library, February 3 - March 7,
1992. The exhibition, whi.c h focuses on
African-American creative works in history,
literature and the arts, includes over 250
items with first edition books and original
copies of magazines, manuscripts, graphic
arts, posters, playbills, and photographs.
This event is especially timely, given the
125th anniversary of Howard Univers~ty.
In conjunction with the exhibition, the
University Libraries- -including the Channing
Pollock Theatre Collection--is joined by the
Moorland-Spingarn Research Center and the
Afro-American Studies Resource Center in
organizing special events,
such as a
symposium, educational tours to serve a wide
, range of University ,M!il community groups,
film showings and a closing reception. For
information call 806-7234.

-.

..

'
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GALLERY HOURS:

Mon. -Th., 8 am-Midnight; Fri., 8 am-5 pm
Sat., 9 am-6 pm; Sun., 12:30 pm-9 pm

•

Afar/(your 'Dates!

_,

Prepared for Public Television, this documentary ls an outstanding look at Harlem and

-0

Its cultural contributions to our society tracing Its history Crom settlement days up
to the present. lllplores In depth the Garvey movement and the Black Renaissance
In all Its multl-!aceted dimensions.

::c

!

Wedne•day. February 5. I :00 PM

I REMEMBER HARLEM
B/W 232 min.

FROM THESE ROOTS: A REVIEW OF

Wednesday. February 12, I :00 PM

THE HARLEM RENAISSANCE
B/W 29 min.

A documentary on the artisµc, social, and political movements

or

African-Americans

or the twenties and thlrti.e s reveals the complexities or the period.

-

OSCAR MICHEAUX:
FILM PIONEER
Color 28 min.

"

....

Wednesday. February 12, 1:00 PM

•
.
Micheaux is remembered here as a pioneer producer-director whose films orrered
positive images and alternative Clln1 rqles C~r Blacks In
twenties and thirties. The
narratives are highlighted with excerpts o( Oscar Micheaux's directing and of Bee
Freeman's performance ln the classic ''Shuffle Along.''

the

Wednesday. February 19, 1:00 PM

ETHNIC NOTIONS
Color 56 min.

Ethnic Hotiona takes the viewer on a journey through American history,

documenting the deeply-rooted stereotypes that have fueled and maintained anti-Black
prejudice.

Through

these

images,

an

understanding

of

the

history

of

race

relationships begins to develop as each Image ts linked to the dominant society's need
to justlry Black oppression.
•

'

PAUL ROBBSON:
THE TALI.EST TREE IN OUR FOREST
Color 90 min.

Wednesday, Febrlllll')I 28, 1:00 PM

This documentary on Robeson's life contains excerpts , Crom several of his dramatic
productions and concerts. Portrays a figure who had prestigious abilities In the field
or drama, film, song, ana sports. A fitting tribute to an Important figure of the
Black Renaissance and beyond.

of
Howard U11iversity Libraries
Cl1a1111i11g Pollock Theatre Collection
Moorla11d-Spi11gar11 Research Center
Afro-American Studies Resource Center
;t
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removal of the United States trade embargo
against Cuba; the need ro re-orientate !he
Pan-African movement around a non-elitist
philoSophy; the adoption of an African language as a second language for Caribbean
people; and the development of a regionally coordinated air and sea transpon system
between Africa and the Caribbean.
Writing in the Caribbean Contact newspaper, lkael Tafari, sociologist and lecturer
of the the Universi1y of the West
lndies.said.'The spirit of brotherhood. tolerance and goodwill which characterized
the proceedings of the conference, was an
encouraging omen."
Last month, Barbadian Pan-African
groups staged a Black Civi lization Day
Exhibition to show opposition to celebrating Columbus' "discovery." This was organized by Africa House, the cultural agency
of the Sons of God Apostolic Spiritual
Baptist Church.
The theme of the exhibi1ion: "The
Struggle Continues," focused on the political, economic, social and cultural resistance undertaken by Africans in Barbados
and the Caribbean. They also presented
African anifacts and traditions found in
present day Barbadian lifestyles.
Archbishop Granville Williams, direc-

Caribbean
dispells
myth of
Columbus
· By Omowale Elson

Hilltop Staff Writer
As plans co celebrate 500 years since
Christopher Columbus' "discovery" of the
Americas are being foisted upon the
region, the Pan-African movement of the
Caribbean has responded wi1h a campaign
to dispel the Columbus "myth.', and to
ensure Iha! African peoples do not endure
another "500 years of racism and holocaust."
These responses are similar to that of
Augusto Cana Mamani of the Tupac
Amaru Inca Regional Council of Cozco,
Peru, who told che nation last year, "to celebrate (Columbus' voyage) would be like
the Jews rendering homage to Hitler every
few years, or the Japanese revering [fonner
U.S. President Harry S.] Truman for
Nagasaki or Hiroshima:·
Two major planks in this Pan-African
platform are a consultation being sponsored by the Caribbean Conference of
Churches (CCC) enlitled "Survivors of the
Middle Passage: Affirmation and Change"
to be held in May, and a second Caribbean
Pan-African conference to be held in
Jamaica mid-year.
Plans have been made in preparation for
a regidnal delegation to attend the PanAfrican conference to be held in Africa
between 1993 and 1995. The following
delegations will be represented: African

~1~~~!~ipM~~:~r~~n 0~f ~"t~~~~. P!1;j

African People 's Revolutionary Pany of
St. ~roix. U.S. Virgin Islands, Universal
!\fri can Improvement Ass ociation of
Trinidad and Tobago. Seventh Pan-African
Movement of Guyana, and the Pan-African
Movement of Barbados (PA MOB).
Consisceiit with the position caken on
- che Columbus celebration, the conference
mandaied that: the Barbados organization
_,.serves as a regional secretariat for the
Caribbean; New Vision newspaper be
upgraded into a regional journal; and a permarw:nt comminee on science and technology.be established.
Among the resolutions adopted at the
conference were : suppon for the former
government of Trinidad and Toba 0 . the
g ·

"The indigenous people have been carrying
on dialogue among
themselves for some
time, and have been
looking at the proposed celebration from
a different perspective,"
-- Harcourt Blackett
tor of Africa House. sai~, t~e exhibi~ion is
3:f1 effon to fight _back. ~1 .1s a m'.1"1festation that the Af~ican sp1r1t _survived the
1 a1t.e~1~ted _c ol_on1at suffoca110~ and ~thac
sp1nt) is at.1ve in the_Canbbean. _he said:
Promoting the Rio Proclamation. ~h1ch
reflected o.n l~92 ~s the fifth c_en1enn1a! of
Coluhrnb_us ar:ival 1n the Amencas. Rornan
,Cat . o11c pr1e~t and cha.irman . of the
Car1bbean/Afr1can-Amer1can Dial_ogue
(CAADl •. Father Harcourt B_lackelt said !he
Consul1ac1on was enl1g~t~n1ng . ~ccording
}o Blac~ett ..some pan1c1pan1s discovered
or~ 1rs1 time ~at the l~rgest nui:nbcr ~f
~fr1 ~ an people 1n the diaspora lived 1n

Brown says blacks need more
economic responsibility
By Melodie A. Jordan
Hilltop Staff Writer

while complaining abou1 the white man
and their legislative laws, Brown said that
they should cancel the annual meeting,
and invest the money into the black com-

In celebra1ion of Black History Month,
The Heritage Foundation is sponsoring a
series of lectures under the theme,
'"Celebrating the Divers ity of AfroAmerican Thought. "
Syndicated columnist Tony Brown
spoke on the chan~ i ng face of black politics Monday. BroWI'\ is the host of PBS
television's "Tony Brown ·s Journal, and
recently completed a book titled ''No
White Lies, No Black Lies, Only the
Truth," which is forthcoming.
"The changes that blacks desire will
not be granted until a cenain level of consciousness is reached and blacks begin to
change internally," said Brown.
''Once this happens. blacks can achieve
freedom, justice. and happiness," he said.
According to Browri, the black community is a cultural economic commodity
which is trained ttl think like a minority
. "Blacks are wealthy, but they give
95 percent of their income to members of
other races in stead of inve st ing their
money in their own community," he said.
For instance. over 16 billion dollars
are spent for the Congressional Black
Caucus each year. Brown said. Instead of
giving money to the white-owned Hilton
Hotel, and drinking expensive t[cohols,
kind o linkage among themselves, especially after learning of the various plans to
celebrate the fifth centennial of Columbus'
'discovery' of the Americas," he said.
'The indigenous people have been carrying on dialogue among themselves for
some time, and have been loOking at the
proposed celebration from a different perspective.'' Blackelt added.
CAA D's consultation has been broken
down into three sec1ions: che Middle
Passage (a historical overview): che consequences of the Middle Passage; and recov-

ecy.

About 125 participants from the
Caribbean. North, Central and South
America, Britain and Africa. are expected.
"This consultation affirms that 1992
should be a time of repentance and a repa1
ration by chu rches for their past sins
~ ·
..
•
..
Ir was felt then, ~Jackett sa.1d, 1hat against indigenous. African, Americanther_e was n~ed for Afncan-Amencan and Alllerican and Caribbean people," said
Afr1can-Canbbean people ta forge some ~l'!lttett.
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art poorly educated. The fact that it com
more money to keep an individual inczcerated then in college led Brown to the
concept: that black men in jail should be

educated, so that they can at least
improve their social or communal status.
Rehabilitation, in Brown's opinioo, is
a tool that could protect black Americans.
Most crimes according to Brown are
black on black crimes.
"The criminal s are those who are
unemployed and had no formal education," he said.

muWiALTH
According to Brown the only color of
freedom is not white, yellow, or black,
but green. He divides wealth into three
categories: fi nancial status, social capital
status, and human capital status. The last
two categories, Brown explained, would
ultimately result in economic well-being.
Social capital status is the assimilation
process. This is the p~ss in which one
goes out to look for a job, wears a nice
tie, is punctual, and assimilates himself to
societal norms. Human capital status is
the motive which promotes individuals to
assert themselves. The combination of
these two, usually in mosc circumstances,
will ultimately lead to financial weal!h.
"Those who have it (power) do not
want to give it up." Brown said.
Obtaining power is an objective which
blacks must strive to achieve.

SOLUTIONS

Tony Brown

the black middle class. They must set
the tone for poor blacks," he said.
"Whites hold no credibilily in the black
community; therefore, the black middle
class must take power into the ir own
hands. " said Brown.
Morcov~ r. Brown stressed the point
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
· !hat money for affmnative action should
Brown, also spoke on affirmative only be given to those who will work
action. "In the NBA (National Basketball strategically for the black race and that
Association)," he said, "the best new may not include lower class blacks.
players are given to the losing teams in
INCARCERATION
order to keep up the competition when
Many black men who are incarcerated,
playing teams that win in the NBA."
according to Brown, are so because they
''This issue should be in the hands of
,

arms cut gets reaction
from foreign leaders
By Luke Okoli

Special to the Hilltop
World leaders have had positive
reactions to President Bush's call for a
unilateral arms cut in his annual State
of the Union address on Jan. 28.
In his address, Bush called for the
elimination of three-fourths of the
2CXX> nuclear warheads and land-based
intercontinenral missiles; he also
ordered a halt to the construction of
the peac.ekecper missiles.
Russian President Boris Yeltsin
ndorse.d Bush'~ arms c ut and fol·

lowed suit by announcing massive
cuts in his nation's nuclear arsenal.
According to a recent article in The
Washington Post, Yeltsin said that all
means of mass destruction, including
nuclear weapons, must be eliminated.
According to The Post, military
spending in Russia has been cut by
about 80 percent. Yeltsin pledged to:

cease building big bombers and loog
range cruise missiles; halt the development of offensive nuclear weapom;

and he addc>I that nuclear miuiles wi~
' oo'ltmger larger ll.S. clties or miHnuy
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your fancy with a t•apting
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chocolates, sparkling juice and Munchi•• · Perfect
tor a Valentine's brunch or midnit• snack.
•19
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•39
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ma•aage oil, and a Valentine condom.
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TEA FOR TWO - WarM up those chilly night• vith a
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"God must be the ccnier of one's life
in order for blacks to slKleeed and generate positive actioos," Brown said.
"When black s deal with negative
unproductive conccpls such as the slave
menta1ity, or "the Man is out-to-get-me"
mentality, they art simply dealing with
illusions," he said.
Blacks must instead, deal with positive
concepts such as investing financial
endeavors, taking control of their communities, and preserving their uniqueness. All this and more can be given
through the God who is the reality.Brown
said.
The Heritage Foundation will be
holding more lectures throughout the
month of February, for further information. contact the Heritage Foundation at
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Excursions finally here ! I 82
'Crackin' Up' director on way to top. /B3
HU tennis player ranked 15th nationally. /BS

e
c
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Excursions/B2
People/B4

•

n

Hllltopics / 86
Sports/ BS
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onestly, being a black man ain't
easy. At least according to our
interviewees in last week's MAN
TALK. This week the rap session
continues: same men, same time, same
place, but different topics, ranging from
RELATIONSHIPS ( what do they want from
the black woman? ) to SEX (is it better tp
wait?) to MARRIAGE. Ladies, it's a black
male thing, and they're trying to help you
understand ...
Fred: What can black men
and women do to understand
each other.
Erroll: It's gonna take Serious com·
munica1ion.
Floyd: Serious communication.

Brian: Stuff like this.
Aaron: Women ha\'C to be willing lo

sic down and talk with us.

Erroll: And be open minded.
Fred: Whal do you want from the sis-

ters?
•

Erroll: Respect.
Floyd: Patience because relation ships are hard as hell. You gotta put in

your work.

•

"If sex is given to me, I'm gonna take it ... but the
best [girls] are worth waiting for ... "
•

Erroll, 21, Houston, TX 1

and Hov.•ard v.'omcn. Many women go
Andre: That's my .,.,,hole kame:
for drug dealers and get dogged. Then
brothers like us get dissed cause \\'e can·t ,
give them tha1 quick mone)'. But a' soon
Floyd: But v.' hen you find a
as we"re about JO graduate, they \vant us v.•oman you really care about all of
cause they know tha1 v.·e·re about 10 ha\'C that changes. Talking to a lot of
v.·or11en. you find out that they want
something.
someone who can show their true
Andre: It r11ak e~ you 111a<I.
feelings. But they do11't realize that
they're messing up cause of the way
Floyd: 1'111 getting biller just si ttir1g they're treating us.
here calki11g. Just like these sisters say
they w:1nt respect ancl 1J1e)' want love.
Erroll: The way 1t1a1 !hey react to
but tlle)' do11 ·1 realize that
we"re hun1an too. We have
hearts 1>.'e have cn101ions
a11d v.·e can"t even s!1ow
ther11. \Ve bleccl 1t1c sac11e
v.·ay they bleed. blit \ve
bleed nlore than the1n . So
niany of us are bleeding
chat it"s a damn ~han1e.

Ken: Do ) 'OU think } 'OU
get more re sult s when
you're mean to a girl?

Ken: I want respect ....
Brian: Support.

Andre: I do.

Aaron: That's the big thing.

Erroll: J'\•e don e it
before and it v.•orked.

Ken: I want support. I want a v.·oman
Floyd: f kinda disagree

who's into me.

,.

Brian: Like Florida on Good TI.mes .

Ken: And also one v.'ho!s willing to

•
•

becau se we' ve al·l been
taught that the way to treat
a woman is to not show
your en1otior1s. to diss her,

•

do a certain amount of
service. It's reciprocal.
What's the matter with
having some dinner
cooked or what 's the
matter with some days
making nie feel like
king.
them feel like a queen
all the time.

Ken: You know what
else? I want a chick
who's my friend. The
thing that I look for the
mos1 in someone I want
to be with is someone
that l can get along with.

Ken: I think that by being

ing is to protect myse lf. I keep this attitude so I won 't get caught out there.

Floyd: But that"s prejudging.

need them for anything. I think they·re
du1nmies cau~e \\·ho v.'ants to do it alone.

Part II

Fred: 1Do' you see yourself getting married anytime soon?

because it scares ther11.

Andre: You gotta corne wi1t1 a game.

Erroll: No! Hell no!
Floyd: Not an)'time soon.
Aaron : Compare that to
)'Our parents. il.·lan)' of them
got married at 18. even
younger than chat. I couldn"t
imagine tl1a1.

Andre: I could

about \vomen is thal you
don't know when to keep
your guard on or v.•hen to take
it down cause the n1inute you
take it down, you get inessed
over.

Erroll: A relation-

Erroll: 1 can 't see n1yself
ge1ting married until l"n1 sta• b!e. Of rourse I car1 fin e! a
girl first and 1>.'e can grow. but
I refuse to ge t rnarricd ;ind
start :1 fa111il)' until r·m finan cially stable. I v.·<111t to be able
to gi\'C n1y farnil)' \vhat tl1ey
11eed.

Andre: When I was niess-

sh ip cannot work without conflict.

ing with my old girlfriend. i1
took me almost seven n1onths
to open up.

'

do some struggle.

Brian: If you show it too
quick they think you·re trying
to get over or that )'Ou.re soft.

Erroll: A relationship can't work with
both people being happy
and nice to each other.
· You're gonna have some
· differences. You have 10
arg ue. If you ha ve a
prob lem you ca n't si1
back and act like everything·s alright.
The problem isn "t gonna get solved that
way.

''

Aaron: Everybody I n1eet
I can say O. K. cool, they ' re
out co hurt me until she
proves me different.
but so many won1en want to see the true
man.

Ken: Do you think black women are

Andre: But

selfis h? Many black women make
demands, but don't put out as much as
they are trying to demand.

l"ve caught nlore
babes acting nor1chala11t than J
have showing n1y
!rue feelings.

Erroll: They're selfish in another
aspect too. They want every damn thing
to go their way. Sisters want the wrong
things.

Fred: What do they want?
Erroll: I' m not gonna front , many
black women wan t material things.
Everyone in here knows that a woman is
gonna want a man with material th ings.
Brian: And that 's messed up.
Floyd: Brothers don 't sell drugs just
for money, people don 't understand that.
They spend all of their money on a damn
car cause they know a girl's gonna tum
her head. Ttiey want to be loved.

Andre: That 's how you

•

Fred: When do you know it's
time to let your guard down.
Brian: After a while:
Andre: She has to show me something three or four times before I let it
ouc once.

Ken: You can"t s1ep to a girl and be
like, I really like }'Ou.1·1n really into you

•

Floyd: I v.·an11:1 make sure
when I get married it"s gonna last.

Ken: You gotta do a song and dance
and gi\'e them your resur11e . \\1hy should
we have to do a song and dance? Why
do we have to try so hard?

Aaron: There are so dan1n fei,1· of us.
Ken: Personally, I 1hink they v.·ould
be wanting to get with us.
\Vhat 's so sick
about it is that
everyone has
been putti11 g
into the black
woman"s n1ind
that they sl1011lt!
be inclependen!.
You hear so
n1any gi rls say-·
ing. ··1 wa11t co
be an independe n1
black
woman." She's
thinking. if the
black
man
me sses up I
don '1 need him
cause I'm independent.

guess ther,_'re
used to being
treated badly so
they just act
accordingly.

Floyd: I've
had more success
talking a lot,
relating on her
level . I used to
act like I did11 ·rr
care and I was
like da1nn she's
all on me.

Aaron: I heard a rule. If you n1eet a
girl and you"re like. "'Da111n she"s every1hing. I want to get married nov.>.'" This
is cool. bet. They say v.'ait fi\•e }'ears. it
may seem like a long cin1e. but if you
wait five }'ears and )OU still feel that
way, cool.

Ken: I want co gee married. I 1>.'ant to
Aaron:

Aaron :

Ken: There
are a lot of girls
out 1he re who
are like I don't
I

MAN TALK CONTINUES: Brothers discuss what's going on in male I female relationshi.ps.

Erroll: Let's talk about drug dealers

~e m)~elf

getting married about '.!5 or
26.

Aaron: What gets n1e

Fred:
What
makes a relation·
ship work?

•

Andre: But the reason !"m prejudg-

a gu)'. that makes you a little
apprehensi\•e about showing
your emotions. If I show a
sensitive side of me, is that
gonna help me accompli~h
being with this female. Is she
gonna perceive n1e as being
weak? I don't want to be percei\'ed as being weak. M)'
objective is 10 be v.·ith her but
sometimes you don"t know
how to play it.

Erroll: We make

Floyd: You·ve got to

us showing our feelings
make s thern think of us as
weak.

I

ha\·e kids. but after so111e of my experiences at Hov.•ard. and in dealing v.·iih
won1en overall. ic"s like I don"! see ii
bet·ause I've had so man)' problen1s v.•itl1
womeri. it n1akes 111e feel kinda bleak
about the whole aspect of1naniage.

Fred: How can you tell if you
really like a woman?
Floyd: You can tel! 11.rhe11 you really
like a sister 1vhen you're able to talk

See MAN TALK II, Page BS

Whether you agreed or
disagreed with what the 111en
had to say, student respo1ise
for Beneath The Armor tuas
e:rtraordinary. Ma ny students
wanted it to cof1ie full circle.
So, next week TEMPO will
bring you issues from a
wonJa11's point of view i1i the
fi11al parts of our cc1iuersatio1i
series. DON''T MISS IT!
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EXCURSION ex-cur-sion/lk-sker-zhen/n. 1. expedition 2. pleasure trip 3. outward movement or cycle of movement.

THEY SAID THAT TOMORROW
EVERYTHING WILL BE FlNB

ere
reprlnt&d with permission of author [Wiiiie Perdomo] and New York New9day

It was never enough to say that I was fron1 New York City. I always had to go further.
-Where in New Yofk City1
-Manhattan
-Where in Manhattan?
-Spanfsh Harlem
-. -Where in Spanish Harlem?
'
If l said that I was frorrf IOOth Street and Lexington Avenue, right in the heart of a transported Puerto Rican town where the
jodedores and hellraisers live and night turns to day without sleep, do you think, then, he would know where I was from? No.
So I told him to close his eyes.
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Where I'm from Puerto Rico is always on our minds especially during the morning when the fresh breeze of cafe con leche
y Qan con mantequiUa comes through our doors.
Where I'm from we faU asleep to the bark of a stray German shepherd.named Tarzan. We hear wandering footsteps under a
midnight sun. Tarzan has learned quickl y to ignore the woman who begs her man to stop slapping her with his fist. ''Please
Papi! Pleeze!! Por favor, Papi! I swear ro my n101her I didn't do inything. Mamiii!!'' (Her dead mother told her that this would
happen one day.)
Where I'm from Independence Day is celebrated eve!)' night. The fmal gunshols from last night's murder are followed by
the officious knock (booOmbooombooomboomboom) of a warrant squad coming to take your bread, coffee and freedom.
Where I'm from the police come in10 your house without knocking. They tfirow us off rooftops and say we slipped. they
shoot my fa1her and say he was crazy. They put a bullet in my head and say they found me that way.
Where l 'm from you run to the emergency room because some psychotic little boy spit a razor out of his mouth and carved a
crescent into your face, But you have to unders1and. where I'm from even the dead have to wait until their number is called.
Where I'm from you can listen to Big Daddy Cann retelling stories on his comer. He ~asses the pint of dark Bacardi rum
after giving the dead 1heir tributary swig for being absent. His philosophy ii simple: He s God when he puts a gun to your
head. He 's the.judge and you're in hi s courtroom. ·we laugh as he makes us the hero in his story. (Some ofus cry because the
price we ~aid for manhood was too expensive.)
·
Where I'm from it 's alw:rys the late night scratch of a rat's feet that shows me what my mother means when she sighs and
says slowly, ''Bueno mi'jo. Eso es la vida de! pobre." (Well son. That is the life of the poor.)
Don't be scared. Where I'm fron1 it's sweet like my grandmother saying a quick prayer over a pot of hot rice and beans, or
my brother's daughter stoppirtg me i11 the middle of the street and telling me to notice all the stars 1n the sky.
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Tomorrow everything will be fine
tomorrow everything will be fine
we will cook 2000 years old beans
and eat the leftovers of the leftovers of
the day before
the day in which we found them. ,
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Tomorrow everything will be fine
we will sleep in concrete floors
with stone pillows
and newspaper covers.
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Tomorrow everything will be fine
.we will change out 40 year old pants
for out 30 year old pants.

:~

Tomorrow everything will be fine
the temperature will ·be forty below zero
we will freeze to death
and

i

EVERYTHING WILL BE FINE
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CARLOSllENJIVAll
FROM Tl!E WHi i l IOOK

AFRO CENTRIC ·· ·
'

when i can't go by land or sea
i still can go inside of me
the cultured space, the mind
the heart, my dark sweet home
my Afro pan. my rhythmns, pulsings
tingling lights, my breathing scapes
and inner sights, ancestral vision
roots and dream, the heritage, the
meaning stream, the sweeping
breezing gush in truth. the future and eternal
youth, the legacy of self-control
a simple sacred JX>Wer: SOUL.
When AFRICA is distant. far
1i.·e have our home in who we are:
the spirir shines its blazing worth,
we kiss again our mother earth.
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Can I Hav a Quata
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Hey mister can I pump your gas
Hey mister can I clen ya window
Hey mister can I hav a quata
Hey mister is dat bracelet gold
I'm hungry mistei·. Yes mister, oh
I'm twelve mister, no no drugs mister
Dis is the capital, D.C. mister
I know •vou never saw me mister,
I live below you mister, what?
I suffer because of you mister.
My clothes, why are they filthy mister?
' My father, be in prison mister. Jail
No not jail mister, where?, america mister
His chains mister, no not bars, but opression
and low self esteem mister.
Oh I like ya car mister
Oh I like yah hair mister
Oh I like yah white house mister
Oh can I hav a quata mister
I'm Hungry mister
Dont you think you owe me mister.
How I came to be this way mister.
I hav no home mister
My mother she is on crack mister
OOh shiss..., don't say that mister
Why I know its from you mister
My future I have none mister
Im caught in your cycle mister.
I rot in your capital mister
I will die as a statistic mister
Oh please don! shun me mister
Oh please roll down ya window mister
•
please can I hav a quata mister
0 please, please mister.
. What? why I beg you mister
Itsoka~, why because I dont know better mister
Im cold, I hav no home mister., food I have none
mister. Work, Im only t.welve mister. BYe I w..ounl
Ya mister. Bui please
...can I have a quata mister.
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the bullet penetrated the back of the

head"
•'he was left no face··
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oppression of flesh, brains, souls

)(

the destiny of class change,
is class struggle
anned struggle
the people's struggle
waves,
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waves,
bodies, bodies, bodies ....
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"It is said that he had more butlers in his
body
than tears shed by his mother''
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Thought.you could gel it for free
or thought maybe
you could
charge it
on your Amerikkkan Express

I
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SAJO
from the White Book
•
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Revolution stepping steadily
fragmenting ''realities·· fragmenting
''worlds'.
it echoes sounds of endless cries
death or maybe dying?
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Within the twilight of illusions
and the massacring of ima'gination
arises the shadows of revolution once
again.
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card
On T.V. they say for $19.95
thought maybe you could get
ii in twelve easy payments,
and they don '1 carry it in
discount stores
can't write a check either,
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it might bounce
have to pay for revolution
with ....
your life
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MAN TALK II from 81
after you 'vc had sex cause some of those siste.rs
1ha1 you've had sex with, you're like "just shut

up." Those arc the ones you don't like.
Aaron: 1be ones you don't like ask those
stupid questions like ''Do you still like me, do

you still respect me?''

J. ·

I

B3

She has to
earn it.

Floyd:

cause you ain't gonna see me no mort.

sex 1s given
to me , I ' m
gonna take it.

Ken: What about the girls who disrespect
themselves. They fall for the same old sh-time after time.

Aaron:
But it 's be st

Erroll: Let me tell you about lhat. These

when it 's not
given to you

are the kind of girls that you're talking about.
These are the girls that you meet Saturday
night at a PflllY· Sunday you go over their crib
and have sex with them. If that happens to
me,. nine tirnes out of ten, I don't call her
bat:k. If she doesn't have enough respect fpr
herself to say ''no, look this ain't happening
right now.'' And I have this little theory.
When I meet a girl, she's either a victim or a
prospect. When I first meet a girl, she's a
prospect. Now, how she carries herself deterfmines whether she remains a prospect or
becomes a victim. Victims are the ones who
don't respect themselves. And then they

I

that soon.

Erroll:
That"'S what
I' m saying.

Floyd: If
you
care
about a girl enough, you will wait.

•

MONTEVALLO. Ala. (AP)_ Women educators say
schools are contributing to the gender gap.
Elsie Smith. a retired teacher from Tuskegee, said a
1990 study showed girls begin the first grade with the
sa111e skills and a111bitions as boys ''onfy to have those
aspirations dir11ir1i~hed and lin1ited by their experiences
in school.··
Ms. Smith discussed the issue al a seminar on ,, gender equity·· at the Universit)' of Montevallo. About 50
women educa1ors at tended the Friday se minar,
described as 1he fin.I of its kind in Alabama.
Nancy Worley, president of !he Alabama chapter of
the American Association of University Women, said ~
girls are shon-changed academically by some educators.
·
She said many teachers unknowinglftend to pro•

•

•

horses in the stable until you find the best
one.

your job to say ''no.'' If you really want a
relationship you' ve got to practice that ''no."
You'll feel good sometimes. You might not
feel good as soon as you say it, but eventually
you will.

Young women short-changed
academically, educators say

2()()()9

•

Andre: If I find a girl that's cool, but if
she's wack, you gotta go to the other one and
so on.

F,loyd: You're gonna be tempted, but it's

Andre: But You have to ride all of the

Erroff: But finding that ideal woman is

Floyd: Wh"n you get int9 a relationship

'l't•n1 JJ<) editor
2251 Sherman
A\'('11ue
W<1sl1ington, D.C.

IRALTIMORE-(AP) Blacks are more
liltf!y 10 be hurt by layoffs in the public
sed1or because they historically have
fo~nO more job opportunities there than
in private business.
'' When you have cutbacks in the
government, they will disproportionately impact black workers,'' said Robert
B. Hill, director of the Institute for
Urban Research at Morgan State
University.
''There are severaJ reasons for that,''
he continued. ''One is that blacks are
attracted to government jobs because of
the supposedly longer-term security
they provide. Another is 1hat there-is
just less discrimination there vis-a-vis
private industry.''
To date, most government reductions
have come through attrition ..
'' Government has always been in the
forefront of 'equal opportunity employment," said Hilda E. Ford, the state's
secrewy of personnel and fonnerly per·
sonnel director for Baltimore. '' Both
our female work force and minority
work force exceed the relevant available
work force in the slate.''
Minorities fill 35 percent of the jobs
in the state's 55,000-person civil sel'\lice
work forFe, Ms. Ford said. The state
work force has shrunk by 5,000
employees since 1990, Ms. Ford said.
Since cutbacks began in Baltimore,
513 employees have been laid off, and
292 about 57 percent have been black,
according to figures compiled by the
city.
•
The layoffs are coming at a time
when many blacks were establishing
their careers in public SCl'\lice.
'' Now, just as that familiar process
which has helped so many ethnic groups
in the past is kicking in, the world closes down,'' said City Council President
Mary Pat Clarke.
Fiscal problems have forced Mayor
Kurt L. Schmoke to eliminate 2,878
jobs since 1990, according to figures
supplied by the city's Civil Service
Commission.
The city now has 26,680 employees,
and Schmoke has warned that more
reductions arc likely. Ironically, the
downsizing has occurred under
Schmoke, the city's first elected black
mayor.
In Baltimore, blacks hold a majority
of the 10,000 jobs in the schools and
about 57 percent of the 16,000 nonschool jobs, according to city Equal
Employment Oppoatunity records.

•

Ken: And why not do it now?

h;1rd . And knowing she is the ideal woman .

'fHJ<: HILLTOP

I

It has to end.

and find !hat ideal woman, you shouldn't
mess around on that ideal woman if you find
her.

Erroll: All the girls that I really like made
me wait . The bes! ones are worth wailing for.

T('lliJJ<) is tc)o UJlheat to slow
dc)\\'11 Il<)\\'!!!
S('11cl •\'C)t11· l'<)nl men ts and
sugg·t·st ic)11s t<) :

Md. black
workers more
l~kely to feel. c~ts
·

Erroll: That's my theory.

Yeah, she has
to earn it, but
you also have
Erroll: I'm not saying you have to have
to earn her sex with them. I' m just saying, in your
respect and search for that woman, you ain't gonna find
her
love . her on the first try. You have to go through
Many of us people and learn about different people.
think we're ;
young and
Floyd: We have to make the difference
have to sow between going through those othey girls and
our royal oats, just stepping on people. You don't step on
but the time is people's hearts. That's messed up. You got
now. We have that girl and she loves you, or so you think,
to grow up . and you love her to death. you respect that.
When are we You don't go out and lay down with ten or
gonna decide twenty other women.
to grow up?
Andre: I agree with you on that cause
You get to be
25, 30 are you when I had my girlfriend, I kept away from
still gonna say certain situations cause I thought she was the
you're young? one.

Andre: ''So what is this gonna do to our with 1ne. If
relationship?'' It ain't gonna do nothing

I'

Aaron:

wonder.
''Wait
a
minute, why
didn' t he call
me? I slept
with him."
That's why I
didn't call
you cause
you
slept

vide answers for girls during class while, a1 the same
time. encourage boys to ''look it up.''
'
'' Something like that tends to promote study and
research and it may contribute to the academic gender
gap we've been experiencing for many years," said
Ms. Worley, who teaches English and Latin at Decatur
High School .
She said 1een-age girls also tend to concern themselves more with physical rather than mental pursuits.
'' J1's ~on of a personal theory of mine," Ms. Worley
said . '' I think teen-age girls tend to be .more concerned
about their appearance and attractiveness 10 the oppo·
site sex than academics.''
Ms. Smith, director of the association's Education
Foundhtion in AJabama, said lhe 1990 study explored
the impact of gender on self-esteem, career opponuni-

ties and academic interests. It involved interviews with
3.000 students, both boys and girls.
While young girls are ''confident, assertive and feel
au1hori1ative about themselves,'' Ms. Smith said. by !he
time they emerge from adolescence, they have a '' poor
self-image and constrained views of their future and
their abilities. ''
She said the study showed both boys and girls suffer
a loss of self-esteem, but it is even more pronounced
among girls.
.
''This increasing gender gap ... has devastating consequences for girls' futures,· • she said. ''We cannot
afford to let (it) track another generation of girls into a
cycle of poverty, teen-age pregnancy. single motherhood and children growing up without hope.··
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FREE SNEAK PREVIEW
GENERAL MOlORS
VOLUNTEER SPIRIT AWARD
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Attention
Student
Volunteers!

•

Submit Your Applications for the GM
Volu11teer Spirit Award!
Deadline for applications is:

•

Friday, February 14, 1992
Rm.117
Blackburn
University Center
(202)806-7000
FREE MOVIE POSTERS AND T-SHIRTS
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13

7:00 PM

CHEVRCLET • PCNTIAC • CLCBMCBILE
BUICK·CACILLAC•GMC TRUCK

PASSES AVAILABLE AT
CRANTON BOX OFFICE
Ge11111 .. ·' I s ..:·••1119Wol'

CRANTON AUDITORIUM
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Blackburn Center Program Office
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PEOPLE ...
the ones to watch
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HU student makes strides towards success
with recent theater sellout
By Jo.i ce Da1·is

said Fowler.
Hill!llp Staff Wri1cr
Bennett says she hue! no trouble directing her peers, v:ho v.ere for
hen she ca me to
th e most part also her friend~.
Howard in the fall of
··Everybody was so cooperative. If
1989. she had acted
was becau se we all v.·antcc1 1his i.o
ir1 so many plays thal
bad. Actresses did publicity and
her resume was
came to production mcc1ings with
alrca d)' tv.'o page s long. Guinea
me. And they didr1·1 ha\•e to do that.
Bennett actress. writer. producer and
All of the people that v.'ere interested
now director. is on her way up.
in the play were with me fro111 bcgi11Benlfett. a 21-year old theater arts
ning to end:· said Bennett. The cast
major in the College of Fine Arts. has
and crew for '"Crackin· up·· consistjust directed the first Howard produced of about 30 students.
lion i11 four years con1p\etely staffed by
Thou gh majoring in theater
students.
ans, Bennett's area of concentration
'
"Crackin" Up", a play about four colis directing. '" I'm and actre~s before
lege coeds involved with drug dealers
,
I'm a'director but I figured I had a
11
ran from Ja11. 31 through Feb. I at the
gras p on acting when I got here
Ira Aldridge Theatre. The play was also
Photo by K1rlnn Glov..- because of my past experience and I
\11rit1en and produced by Bennett, a ing to too many other people," Bennett. we all know how
didn't feel that I needed to concenjtinior fron1 Dallas. Texas.
said
tight money is so avery body could trate on it for four niore vears.
"[ recei\•ed so r11any positive comAccording to Bennett. she received relate to "Crackin ' Up'".
··Leaming to direct Will make me a
n1er11s about the play.'' Bennett said. ';A vi rtually no
·· 1 hate to better performer and coming from an
101 of people. e~pecia ll y girls, told me hel~ from the
say this but acting point of view I'll direct better,''
1l1ey could relate. They have been in University's
our faculty is Bennett said.
that si1uation or tl1ey know of someone D r a m a
not very openBennett believes she has a rugged
'''ho t1a,·e been in that situatio11.'"
-· Departmenl ,
minded when road ahead of her in directing and that
The four pro1agonjst in the play excluding a
it comes 10 there are only a few black v.•omen that
beco111e involved with drug dealers. ten dolla r
theat e r. have started clearing the path before
They tise their rel:1tionships for finan - donation, but
There 's a lot her. Producer/director of NBC's weekcial end~ including paying rent tele- she
did
goingoninthe ly program ''A Different World''. and
p~OllC bill<;, credi1 card bills and shop- re ceive her
world that 's Howard graduate. Debbie Allen. is one
ping.
share
of
not ni ce and of th e black female directors that
'"They don't feel like they are doing flack.
not pretty. But Bennett admires.
.
b
th
t
··we
used
•
these
.tht.ng s
a11}'th111g "'"r.ong ccause ey are no
"She·was told she couldn't dance but
'el!i ng to anybod}' or doing anything our
own
are go in g on she did it anyway and she went on to
i'llcg:1J but they are reaping the bene· clothes. our
and need to be other things. I like the positive things
fi1~:· ~;1id Ben11ett.
own furniture
addre ss ed." that she is doing and I like that she is
r1111iall}' "Cr:ic kin' Up" was a one from
our
-·Guinea Bennett said Bennett. getting respect. I appreciate what she"s
\\'On1ar1 piece that Bennett wrote when h o u s es ,
Richard M. doing for us. I appreciate what she is
~lie ,ubmitted a play to the the Dallas eve rythin g
Fowler,
a doing for young directors thal are comDra1na Con1pan)' Nev.• Plays Festival was done by
junior chem - ing up." said Bennett.
l1e!d ir1 Dallas. Bennett had been acting us," said Bennett. ''They make it hard. istry 1najor in the College of Ans and
There are times when Bennett does
for 1t1c Con1pan}' 111hile s'1e was in per- The Drama Department makes it t1ard Sciences, wholeheartedly agrees with get discouraged but she has a remedy
forr11i11g :tr!~ higt1 school i11 Dallas. She for you. but we persevered .''
Benr1ctt.
that many people put a great deal of
rl·11 rotl' 1he play :ind addJ;d three more
According to Bennett. members of
"I lhink that it was a topic that need· stock in. "I pray.about jt. I prayed a lot
cl1:1 racters because she want ed to the departrnent wa'nted her ro drn.1l·t•1'-''td to be ;1ddressed to those that were ttri s week jijij_\,fo. ket:P fr9m falling ·;
L\ jllore this i~~ue on a larger scale.
"The Blue s Ain"t Nothing But A li\ir1g 'tf1flt 1\ife.'' S~ id Fowler. who v.•as apart. 1 thou,g11( .'.I.bout g1\·ing up. but r.,
"1 k11ov.' so 1na1l)' people who have Woman. The Diri.ah Washington Stor)•". 'distressecl v.•ith '\fte 'drama departments started thinklng"that is v.•hat they want
go11c through the 1l1ir1gs that these char'" It's a fine play. I just don't think lack ofin\•ol1•ement in the production.
me to do. I just give it to the Lord and
actcr' go through. ! wanted to show students can relate as well to it. If thC)'
"'Thal v. as foul. I think the actors put it in his hands.
ho11 caS)' it ill to get sucked into the didn 't have to come for a cl ass 1hey and actresses were extremely talented
··1 do m}' job and whate,·er happens, I
drug ctil turc. It' .~ happened to very probably would not go at all." saicl and that 1he the University should sup- know that He is in control."
t:l(1-.c friends of mi11e and it is happen- Bennett, adding ··we 're all in school and port the s1udents in their endeavors,"

'
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I

want to use my

Photo by KB•r in Glover

name: G11i11ea Be1111e11
age: 2 I
occupation: s11ule111. 11lor1rrigh1. 1lirec1or.
actress (" ... /Jur 1101 i111/Ja1 or<ll'1;" shl' sui1I)
plays participated: "Till' ,41l<li11g Machi11e".
" The Colore1I M11sl'11111". "Drea111girl.1" . "The
Wi: " (as Dor1hr ). "Cracki11' L11" (JJro1l11cer 111111
1lirector). "Death 111111 'J'he Ki11~'.1 lfor.1c111a11"
\Vhat's goin g on: Prc1111ri11g to rrarel to Ho11g
Ko11g ,11'ith the cast of· "/)rc11111girl.1"
modus vivendi: "I 1/Ji11k. <l'ell. I k110 11·. 1/J111 I
hare a lot 10 girc ro rhe 11r1s /Jcc1111se I hare a
serious 1Jas.1io11 fin 11 I 1l1111k 1re'l'c hee11 n1is·
re1Jrese11te<I a lot 1111<1 I 1ra111 lo use 111.r abilities
lo re·<lirect Ilic 1111agc of lilack liCO/Jle rhro11gh
the arts."

abi" li" tl"es to fed"lfeCt the image
•
of black people
through the arts

1
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FOR THE BESI' IN TOTAL HAfR €ARE
REIAXER, TOUCH·UP, SHAMPOO, CONDITION, ANDSTYI!
HOWARD STUDENl'S wml LD.
$28.00 (REG. $.10.Glt)
•FULL RELAXER, LONG HAii.AND Da!GNliSETSADllll10IW.
tWEDNESDAY THRU FRIDAY ONLY 5411ENDS2IZlm .
VAllNl1NE'S DAY EXC1IJDID

(202) 265-3300
BY ROLAND J. (HOWARD SENIOR) 1
WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS SAT. 12-7pm

1604 TfH STREET N.W. (AT Tl'B &RHODE ISLAND AVI.)
CONVENIENTI.YLOCATED 1BLOCK FROM SHAW/H.U. MElllO STA110N)
'
NAIL CARE ALSO AVAIIABLE

WAIJ·!NS
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Women in blue refuse to be
stopped by lack of support

Johanna Wilson

Japan wants to
be in America's
ballparks

This Sunday night. while viewing Michael Jackson's new video,
'' Remember Th e Time," my
Panasonic television sc reen went
fuzzy for a few moments. Totally
disgus1ed because I only get three
and a half channels anyway, I said,
'' Betsy (my television's name),
please show for me, please. I just
want to see 'Remember The Time'
and 'Roe."'
' Betsy
To make a long story shon,
came through for me and entertained me until 10 p.m.-that's when
she usually goes to sleep. And after
she fell asleep, I thought about giv- .
ing her up and getting me a Sony.
But I can not blame Bet sy. I
mean, she could not help if she was
created from parts made in Jepan
then assembled in MQxico. And I
guess you're saying to yourself by
now, ''What in the world does this
have to do with spons?''
Well my friends, Betsy's illness
made me realize that the only thing
''American'' tha1 the Japanese have
not taken over in this country is
spons. Think about all the stuff we
have in our homes that say, "Made
In Japan." And I bet you can name
at least one person who owns something made by Sony., For you college s1udents, that means that you
have a Sony Walkman. you \\ ant a
Sony Walkman or you know son1eone with a Sony Walkman.
I won'1 even was1e your time
naming some of the Japanese cars
we love to chill in. But check this
out, the Jepanese even own Epic
Records, which is the label behind
s uch artists like Sade, Luther
Vandross, ShaOba Ra(lks , Teena
Marie and Michael Jackson-just to
name a few.
Unfortunately. I'm sure that at
1he rate they are taking over !he
American market that ii is only a
matter of time before they control
our apple pie span s arena.
Recently in Seattle , Wa .. the
Japane se offered the Seattle
Mariners baseball team a $100 million contract in order to keep the
team in the state.
If the money is not coughed up
by local buyersr if the Japanese bid
is vetoed, the team 's new home will
probably be Tampa-St. Petersburg,
Fla. Apparently, the team has had
trouble competing for athletes with
a high price tag because of cramped
TV revenue.
However, the baseball fans of
Seattle hope 10 find a way to raise
1he revenue by Mar. 27. In addition, it appears that Fay Vincent, the
baseball commissioner, is not 100
enthused with the idea of Japanese
majority ownership of the ball club.
According to a US Today article,
Vincent s8id, ''It's unlikely foreign
inves1ors would receive the requisite baseball approvals. ''.
Hiroshi Yamuchi, 63, president of
Nintendo Co. Ltd. of Kyoto, Japan,
is the chief investor for 1he Baseball
Club of Seattle. Yamuchi and his
son- in -Jaw Minoru Ara"kawa, who
is the president of Nintendo of
America Inc., sa id that they only
want to, repay the kindness the folks
oflSeattle have shown them over the
years.
''The family's only motivation,
along with 01her interested local
parties, is to help this community
save major league baseball,"
Arakawa said.
Arakawa also added that
Nintendo had deep roots in the .
Seattle community and the state of
Washington. ''This commitment is
our family's way of saying, ' thank
you' to the citizens of Washington
state," he said. ·
It will still be awhi le unt il the
baseball world will know the fate of
the Seattle Mariners. If the
Japanese win, the fra nchise will
remain in the Northwest with a taste
of sushi. But if the local buyers
find the dough, not only will the
team remain in the Northwest, but it
will also remain as American as
apple pie. And if all else fails baseball fans, you might have your
Mariners sunny side up cause dey's
headin' South!
1
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By Preston Jenkins
Hilltop Staff Writer

Neal Downing, a HU football player, participated In a mock
interview with a Hyatt executive during the seminar.

Seminar ·ves athletes
hints for heir future
By Erica Culpepper
Hilltop Staff Writer
The Athletic Career Connection (ACC)
presented '"Communication Skills and the
lnter.'iewer"' on Monday at 7 p.m. in the
in the School of Bu siness auditorium.
The program was geared toward improving a1hletes· communications skills as
well as interviewing techniques.
Kevin Dowdell, ACC representative,
introduced !he panel of guests who consisted of industry specialists from corporate sponsors IBM , the Hyatt Regency
and Aetna.
John Hill, of the Hyatt Regency hotel
chain. painted a vivid picture of
America's recession and its affect on the
job market. He stressed the 'importance of
"getting your foot in the door," and working up the career ladder from there.
All specialists provided s1uden1s wilh a
lisl of helpful hints to prepare them for
successful job interviews. Donnie
Mckethan, Employee Relations Specialist
for IBM said that excellent communication skills. were a "must have" in order to
be considered a competitive job candidate. He encouraged students to "say
what 's on your mind concisely and precisely."
All agreed Iha! the athletes should read
professional publications related to !heir
area of study. "When going into the intervieW you should know somethingbeyond financial statistics-about the
industry or firm ," Mckethan said.
Recruiters want and need people with
substance. They are impressed by people
who researCh the company and can intelligen1ly discuss company strategies.
Obviously, corporate America allows
no space for mediocrity. It is thus unfortunate that not all students possess the
professional skills needed to survive

intimidating corporate interviews.
As vice-president of BursonMarstelter, on of the nation 's leading pub1ic relation s firms, keynote speaker
Vickee Jordan-Adams provided students
with a set of presentation guidelines to
: h~lp strengthen their in1erviewing techniques.
Jordan-Adams encourJged students 10:
"determine personal objectives; · be
knowledgeable, articulate and responsive:
and be tough, skillful and assertive.·· In
other words the interviewee should
try lo impress the interviewer by making
herself stand out above the competition.
Proceeding Jordan-Adam's presentat,jon, the.corporate (eplef~pta!ives conduc1ed mock interviews a~ 1 the seminar
drew to a close. Students in the audience
played the interviewee while a representative played the interviewer. This v.·as a
simulated exercise designed to help athletes recognize their strengths and alle\'iate their weaknesses.
A University of Pennsylvania alum nus, Jordan-Adams, admitted that athletes
tend 10 have certain advantages over other
student applicants.
"In a corporate setting individual
'players' tend to have confidence in their
own abilities. As team 'players' they tend
to be self s1ar1e(s and more consistent
than non-athletes," Jordan-Adams said.
Alhle1e or non-athlete. the seminar was
beneficial to all especially those who have
never panicipated in a "real" interviev.·.
Jimmy Brown , a sophomore football
player said the seminar was helpful. "It
(the seminar) gave a basic perception of
what to expect when preparing for professional interviews," Brown said
This 'i'as an extremely imponant seminar
because it addressed the issue of athletes
surviving in corporate America.
The ACC will offer interviewing
workshops soon.

Judging by the attendance at the Lady
Bi so n home basketball games. it is
unlikely that the student body will notice
the change in hotne attire by the
Women 's team.
In response 10 the lack of suppon tha1
Howard's fans have given tl1e Lad y
Bison. the team has decidecl to wear their
blue uniforms. normally rese rved for
away games, at hon1e.
''This campus is two-thirds female and
yet the women athletes still don·! get the
support they need," said Lady Bison
Head Coach Sanya Tyler. "'\Ve will be
wearing road blue at home because we
feel as though we 're playing on the road.
so we might as well look like we·re on
the road."
Senior star forward Rosa lyn Evans
said, ••Jt's pretty bad when the \'isiting
team has more fans !attending the ga1ne]
than we do."
"We want people. to respect us:· Coach
Tyler said. ··so ri ght now we·re just
worried about ourselves. The s1udents
on this ca111pus don ·t know the r11eanir1g
of support. These girl s work hard in
practice and the games and shoµlcl be
supported.''
The Lady Bison have V.'On tY.'0 of their
last three games !o post a 4-4 record in
the Mid-Eastern Atlantic Confere nce

which places them i11 the middle of tl1e
pack i11 conference standings.
The Lady Bison ·s next home game is at
6 p.m. on Feb. 10 against William and
Mary College.
Parl of the reason for the poor attenda11ce has been because of the poor play
of the Women's team. v.·ho. until recently. have been having a parade of proble111s. T!1e Lady Bi son have been on a
roll of late with wins over Morgan State.
59 - 56 and Coppin State.
At Morgan State the Lady Bi son
played wi1hou1 se nior Rosalyn Evans
wl10 lost her r11other. Miriam Evan s.
'"We"ve had a lot of hurdle s to overcon1e ... sa id Coach Tyler who also
at te11ded the fune ral with Rosalyn
Evans.
··r we nt as a repre se ntative of the
U11iversity and J went as family.
Because our relatio11ship is nol predicated 011 athletics. Our relationship
i11volves friendship," Coach Tyler said.
At'tcr getting off to a 10 - 0 lead the
La(!y Bison struggled to hold on to the
lead and eventually lost it momentaril)'.
But with clutch free 1hrow shooti ng.
aggressive defense and all out hustle. the
Lady Bison were able 10 regain the lead
and hold on to it for good.
The Lady Bison were led b) Assistanl
Coacl1 Linda Spencer who tra\"eled to
Balti111ore with only eight players. Bet
1J1e players were ttsed efficien tl y by

-

Coach Spencer as she sent a message 10
her players early by si tting them down
when they 111ade unforced turnovers.
.. Our strategy was sim ple: fol low the
game plan and li sten:· Coach Spencer
sa id. "Overall. our game plan didn't
change much. That"s the good part
about this situation. Whether she (Tyler)
was here or not v.·e knew what she wanled to do and wliat sh!! expec1ed."
After losing to Mount Saint Mary's at
home in what proved to be an exciting
game. The Lady Bi son enjoyed a 10
point lead at !he half. but they lost their
moinentum after playing four games in
six day s. However. 1he Lady Bison
regrouped 10 beat Coppin Stale. "\Ve
came to grips with each 01her. We decided to make a commitment as a unit:· said
Coac h Tyler. ""This is the start of our
second season. Right now we"re 1-0.'"
The blue jerseys signify the new attitude that the Women's team has about
winning. And as the confidence builds.
the team could possibly· peak a! just !he
right time. The Lady Bi son's current
streak is represen1ative of Tyler learns of
old. Tyler is the only coach in MEAC
history to wi11 si x tournament titles and
the first to represe nt the co11 ference in
the NCAA tournament. So moving closer to tourna111ent time. their is no time
like the present to stan v.'inni11g. '"lt"s
titne to put up or shut up." says Coach
Tyler.
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Dorothy Hunter (#22) aimed
for two against a Coppin St.
opponent in a recent MEAC
matchup. Hunter is a 5'8''
guard from Florida.
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HU tennis player ranks 15th nationally
By Johanna Wilson
Hilltop Staff Writer
•

Before I knew who she was, I remembered seeing her. She stood out from the
HU crowd that I caught myself usually
observing. When I think about it now, I
realize that !he reason I never forgot her
face was because of her hair, golden
brown with blonde s1reaks. Besides, I
never saw her without that tennis racket.
Seemingly, she held on to that racket like
it was her sole possession. That was a
year ago.
The racket's owner, Stephanie
Johnson, said that she has a ''serious attitude'' about tennis. And now that characteristic has made her the 15th seed out of
50 on the amateur circuit of the United
States Tennis Association.
However, Johnson may be'ranked 15th
out of 300 players, but this tennis ranking
showed only ttl.e top 50 players.
Johnson, who is a member of lhe
Howard University tennis team, has been
playing tennis for seven years and cQmpeting year around. However, the high
ranking she received was a surprise to her.
"I did not feel that I played as well as I
should on the circuit this summer. So, I
was surprised to find out about my ranking," Johnson said.
Larry Strickland, Johnson's coach, was
astonished upon hearing the news too. "I
was surprised even 1hough rhere was no
doubt that she worked hard. The truth is
that she wasn't complerely satisfied with_
her performance over !he summer, bul She
worked extremely hard," Strickland said.
Yet, Johnson's ranking did not astound
her fellow teammate, Gerald McNair.
McNair said that John~on had most of the

Stephanie Johnson
makings of an outstanding athlete.
''Stephanie is very diverse. She is also
very supportive of her teammates, especially when s_he plays doubles with
Anjanette (Mcilwain). When their team
is in a slump, it is Stephanie who boosts
them up. She gets everyone boosted,"
McNair said.
While interviewing Johnson, I discovered that she is amazingly modest. She
seldom complemen ted her skill and
prowess on or off the tennis coun. Yet,
Johnson did tell me of her dreams of one
day playing professional tennis.
''I think about it. It will take a lot of
work, and it's some tough competition out
there. Maybe I'll try it for a year (the pro
cifclilt) after grad school," Johnson said.
AcCording to McNair, Johnson can
become a formidable professional tennis
player, but her lack of confidence she has
in her ability to finish off an opponent will
probably limit the amount of success she
can obtain on the court.

1

"Physically, Stephanie has excellent
ground strokes. But she needs to groY"
more mentally tough during her gumc.'"
McNair said.
''He is right." Johnson said. '"Basicall)'.
my game is up to par. Mentall)'. I give up
and stop pushing it. 1 t1ad a lot of games
last semester because 1he girls beat 1ne
mentally."
Johnson's sta1emen1 seemed quite ironic after she told me,"'l' m de1err11ined
because I hate losing. I try to focus al! of
my attention on the court and J block
everything out ... trying to kick the girl's
butt, trying to win the 111atch for my team.
I say to myself ·Look. you can beat this
girl.'"
Yet, I realized tl1at this irony behind
what Johnson thought she could and could
not do was what made her a caliber athlete.
John son sa id that she ha s not yet
reached the level of excellence r1eedcd to
produce consistent wins for herself. ··1·m
on one level, bul I need 10 go beyond that
level-athletes know when they ha ve
reached that point." she said.
However, McNair said that Johnson
has reached a plateau higher than ar1y one
ever obtained by other members of the
team.
"Stephanie is definite!)' the har,lest
worker on the tean1. She puts more time
and effon into the game:· he said. ··she is
ambitious and ha s reached tenni s on
another level by reaching out 10 the con1munity and reaching her goals of becoming a better player.'"
Now I realize why she cradled that tennis racket so tightly a year ago. Johnson
knew (ev~n though she will not admit ii)
that she is a rising star.

call Brian Nevel at
{202)806-6866
- or come by
2251 Sherman Ave.N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

•------:::==============::;--------'
Clinical
Psychologists
Pharmacists
Physician
Assistan~

Plan a future that soars.
Take your science--related degree
into the Alr Force. and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll leaTn more, you'll gr™'
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
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HlLLTOPICS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Look Good for Your Extend
Your Beauty for Less Hair
Extensions by Tracey Lynn
Call (202) 483-2477
Looking for a husband? \Vrite
or call Mt1slim Marriage

Service, Dept. HT, 13618A Co.
Rd. 748, Rosharon, TX 71583
713/369-2502
Thurs .. Feb 13tl\ Valentine
Auction Find Your Sweetheart
Con1e Prepared' to Bid Big

•

•
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Wednesday and Tl)ursday
From 2-5pm in the Month of

February Rm 213 ASB-B.
Articles, poems, short stories,
photographs and drawings are
now accepted for the 1992
Omowe Journal. Please bring
submissions to the UGSA
office room 110 of the
Blackburn. Deadline Feb. 29.

MODELS WAN'l'ED!!!

Try outs for 1992 Spring Black
Arts Festival Fashion Show
Tuesday, February 11
Blackburn Ballroom 6-lOpm
Call 806-611!8 Sponsored by
UGSA
Spartacist Black History
Month Forum Red and Black
in Racist America ..
Communism and the Fight for
Black Liberation S.aturday,
February 8, 2:00pm
Undergraduate Library
Lecture Room Speaker: Brian
Manning, Spartacist League
For more information call:
(202) 872-8240
WHBC 830AM Howard's
Personal Vibe 7am-12
Midnight 806-6673 Request
Line..
'
vtsl't CUBA. since 1969 the
Venceremos Brigade has
promoted friendship between
the people of Cuba and the
United States. Join the
Brigade on its annual trip and
see the Revolution for yourself.
Call (202)-452,5966.
Rites of Passage Meeting
217/92 in Blackburn at 6:30Em.
The Howard Chapter of the
NAACP will hold its general
body meeting on Thurs., Feb.
13 at 6:30pm in Locke Hall
Room 105.

462-4504.
Plan Ahead. Furnished Room
$305.00 per
Month(Summer/Fall).
Furnished Room
w/Bathroom/$400.00 per
Month (Fall ). In Furnished
House at 534 Harvard (one
Block from Campus). Utilities

females Preferred. 232-8742.
Spaciorrs 3 Bedrm HSE.
Recently Renovated for

I
M-CAT (My Honey)
PROMOTIONS FOR
LOVE YOU FOREVER!!!!! -BCOMPANIES ON CAMPUS.
DOG
FLEXIBLE HOURS.
EARNING POTENTIAL TO
Thanks for the weekend!!
$2,500. ORGANIZED AND
Shall we do it again soon· say
HARD WORKING. CALL
tonight? We can celebrate our
LEE/PAM AT (800) 592-2121.
Valentines Day ear~.
R.
EXT. 115. •
Tu ERIC F'RIERSO From Pitt
F'REE
I know I eut a little ruah on
MASTER/VISA CARD
you • but it was all for the
OR $300.00 CASH NQ
right reasons. Can't wait until
C!lllD!T, BAD CREDIT,
I see you again. We'II dance to
BANKRUPTCIES
WELCOME! FOR DETAILS, our song.
Renee'
SEND SELF ADDRESSED
Skillet,
S'l'~LOPE TO
"CASH". 914 ·bVER SPRING Excuse me as I tried, 2 hide
my sent1Jn·ental-sidecBut for
AVENUE SILVER SPRING,
having a Franship with U.
MARYLAND 20910 SUITE
Considering all the things you
#205
say and do. There wasn't much
EARN $2000 + FREE .
eye could do. To keep from
SPRING BREAK TRIPS!
Bein' tearyeyed. lOQ for a
North America's #I Student
warm berdae that !deem
Tour Operator seeking
could've turned any Damon
motivated students,
organizations, fraternities and Greene,
Luv Home Gookin
sororities as campus
Hey Wanda Baby,
representatives promoting
The Red Eye Express no ,
Cancun, Bahamas Daytona
longer runs for you ! And tot
and Panama City! Call 1
he INFAMOUS Ms. Dress up:
(800) 724-1555!
Sometimes just trying "to go
Part-time administrative
there with you" is the Best
assistant position available at part (big smile) You two are
Public Citizen's Congress
truly quintessential friends.
Watch ·25 hours/week of $6.50 Stay that way forever.
an hour. ·contact Chris
Love infinitely
McGinn at 202-546-4996.
The Melodramatic One
EARN EXTRA $$$ '
SOn of Sam (AKA Cookie's
Selling African/American and
Baby):
multicultural educational
As the saying goes: Still water
games. Knowledge is the
runs deep so if my silence is
solution! Contact: ACljl
not comforting just rest
Enterprises, Inc. (202) 797assured that my love is!!!!!!!!
2370.
Wally!!
"HOW TO MAKE $500.00 A P.S. Next time you Feel the
WEEK TYPING AT HOME" Urs_e- Use the Bathroom.
Norma Chambers:
EARN MONEY typing at
This Little Message Should
home. Many people needed.
Keep Your Nose Out of This
Amazing recorded message
Page (Just Kidding!) Love You'
reveals details. 202·310-1296
Mom!!
And Keep Reading The
Ext. #102
'
.
Hillto~c.
PERSONALS
Little ragile One,
Queen in Black,
Happy B-day, you can finally
1991, was carefree and fun.
drink LEGALLY!
Our intrigue turned to like,
. 24
then finally love. 1992, I
Fatfree, Its the best nailia of
anxiously await spending with my entire collection,
you. Our lives have
From me
i'ntertwined, our love blooms,
~ e,
such as an exotic flower. 1993, Granted, this is 58 years late.
We marry and and on my arm But I still hope your B-day
you will be. Darling, I love
Jen
was hap~~·
you. The Best is yet to come.
Rev. "Da y,"
Love Always,
Sorry about the "running man"
Kin~ in Gold.
if that's something to be sorry
Boo,
for. I still love you, but next
Guess What? You've got the'
time--ease offi!!
right one baby! UnHuh,
From me
UnHuh, (Whatever) Peace,'•
TO Tummy Wong,
'
Don~Don
Ever since 7th grade I knew
to the person th~t said i would you were the one.for me I can't
never send a hil topic. are you wait to be your wife. I LOVE
mad? i will & did send one in
YOU! From Susie Wong
fact, this is not the last one i
••
I he Paratrooper,
was once know as charlie
I Love you more than words
brown.
can express Pop the Tosti, it's
Pretty Brown Eye&,
been a year! Happy
I wish you the best of luck. I
Anniversary, Baby VA Slim
miss you.
Sherry

229-2485.
Room 4 Rent Harvard &
Georgia Area Mid size,
partially remodeled w/d, mic,
includes all $265 Call 4627456
FURNITURE FOR SALE VERY CHEAP. STUDENT
MOVING AND
EVERYTHING MUST BE
SOLD BY JAN. 31. DESK,
DRESSER, FULL BED WI
BOXSPRING, SOFA BED,
ETC. CALL ASAP (202) 3324451 -ANYTIME.
Four rooms for rent in large
!Ith St. house 5 minutes from
campus! One available
immediately, others June 1st.
$325.00 all utilities included.
Now taking applications and
for R.A. with red11ced rent
privilege. Al so renting garage'
$50.00
pm (301) 2496964.
N.W.: Rooms in group hou'.se.
Close to Howard U andJ!!etro.
W/D 275-375. Call 202/1625106.
I
All Student Building near
University W/D $3,E_O per
'
month Including 1'.:Jtilities
'(202) 291-2248. /1

$1050.00 Also an efficiency
with large closet and kitchen
7:30j'M Blackburn Ballroom
for $395.00. (301) 681-3897.
Tickets Sold in Cramton Only
Room for Rent Address 5019
$4 SEonsored b~ Beta Psi
5th St. N.W. Washington, D.C.
H.U. Republicans will be
20011 Call Sylvia Black (202)
holding a general session
722-1014 Home or at work
meeting on Mon, Feb. 10 at
(301) 588-8206 9am to 5pm
7:00E.m. The Elace is TBA.
One Bedroom; Furnished Bus
'
Route: 62, 67,
near 70 & K4
SPRING BREAK PRICEFemale Only $300 + utilities.
BUSTER VACATIONS!
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS
CHEAP! FIJ IIU.S. SEIZED
INCLUDING AIRFARE,
89 MERCEpES .. ,.... h...... $200
GREAT HOTEL, AND MUCH
86 VW........ ,....................... $50
MORE FROM ONLY $599.
87 MERCEDES ............... $100
BUY FROM THE #1 NAME
65 MUSTANG
................... $50
J
YOU TRUST FOR QUALITY
Choose frori'l thousands
VACATIONS. FOUR
starting $25. FREE 24 Hour
SEASONS 1-800-331-3136
Recording Reveals Details
801-379-2929 Copyright
The H.U. Wisconsin Club
#DC12KJC.
meets Wednesdays 5pm in
Blackburn Room 150.
ROOM FOR RENT
SER~ICES
$300+utillmonth
;
Females
The Virginia Club Presents:
Quality VCR and Stereo
Preferred, Close to H.U. Call
The Importance of
Equipment Repair at
882-8980 or 581-3795
Mathematics and the Africanaffordable rates. Call John
American Community.
Adams-Morgan unfurnished
(202) 882-5845.
Speaker: Dr. Peter Phillip
efficiency apt. in secure bldg.
HELP WANTED
Wed, Feb 12 BBN Rm. 148
Separate kitchen, ale. Laundry
SHILOH BAPI'IST CHURCH
& exercise facilities. $500/mo.
An African-American typist
Elus electricit~. 301-469-9340. Math Science Program. Needs:
has published a book entitled
Administrative Assistant
Increase Your Typing Speed
APT.-FOR RENT-5min. from
Hours: 2:00pm -6:00pm
T1·emendo11sl)' which teaches
Campus-Central-A.C. & Heat, Monday through Thursday
individuals how to achieve
W-W Carpet-"CLEAN" NO
Must Be: Dependable,
greater speed. Harvey L.
SECURITY
DEPOSIT-lBdrm.
FOR RENT
organized, able to work
Swann of Baltimore, the
$500.00 +Key Fee-Move in
w/children $5.00/hr. Contact
Rooms for Rent
author, says that typists who
immediately Details: 301-248- Mr. Oakes 806-1509.
o 78 V Street N.W.
can type more than 100 WPM
• 4938.
$40,000/yr! READBOOKS
o
2903
13th
Street,
N.W.
can increh.se their salaries ..
2 Bedroom Apartments, Newly and TV Scripts. Fill out simple
o 2906 13th Street, N.W.
.The Af1·ica11-An1e1·ican
Renovated, Walking Distance \"like/don 't like" form. EASY!
near H.U., washer/dryer,
Tremendous speed process
Fun, relaxing at home, beach,
carpet, hard wood floors , cable of Campus, Bus Route ,
simplified. Copies ar'e on sale
Subway and Shopping. $595 + vacations. Guaranteed
and more. Call 332-3235.
at the Howard University
Part Utilities and $695 +
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour
Bookstore.
Sunny English Basement Apt. Utilities. 202-529-2:120.
Recording 801-379-2925
close
to
Campus
Newly
Scholarship dollars to pay
Renovated and Carpeted.with Immaculate room for rent in 5 Co~mght #DC12KEB.
college expenses, for further
FA T
FUNDRAISING
bedroom House newly
Large
Bay
Windows,
W/D.
112
information Call Mr: Walker
renovated, w/w carpet, close to P R O G R A M
Block
to
Metro.
$550
mo.
797(301) 627-8169
Fraternities,
so rorities ,
campus. $150 month+ sec.
0825.
student, clubs. Earn up to
Airline Ticket for Sale!! To
Page Marc at 301 303-4513
Stayin' In D.C. For The
$1000 in one bonus yourself.
Columbus, Ohio President's
anl'.,!ime.
Summer Roorri for re.nt (May
And a FREE WATCH just for
Day Weekend Feb. 14-17 .
HOWARD
U;
CARDOZA
through August) in a very nice
calling 1-800-932-0528 Ext.
202 332-2755
METRO;
COLUMBIA
spacious 5 bedroom house.
65.
Project 2000 Volunteers
HEIGHTS:
non-smoking
mlf
SPRING BREAK '92, EARN
training on Saturday February Access to large livingroom,
share
beautifully
renovated
diningroom, modern kitchen,
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!
8 at Sam in the Blackburn
townhouse
w/young
·
washer/dryer, and complete
CAMPUS REPS WANTED TO
Lobb~.
professionals/students
near
bath. Close to campus. $300 a
PROMOTE THE #1 SPRING
Who said money can't buy .
campus/metro.
Designer
month + utilities'. Call or leave
BREAK DESTINATION,
love? On Wed. the 12th bid a
kitchen,
w/d,
fp,
sec
system,
message at (202) 686-9126.
DAYTONA BEACH. BEST
date for your favorite
gas heat, A/C. Bright, sunny
ORGANIZED, BEST PRICE
cheerleader or athlete. In the
Twin Bed for Sale Mattress.
rooms. Only neatniks need
ON CAMPUS. CALL 1 800
Box Spring and Frame for
Hilltop lounge at 12:00pm.
apply; refs required. $300563 8747.
Sponsored by The Soul S9uad. $650.30. Call Randell 842$450+
(202)
298-1461.
' Undergraduate
CAMPUS MANAGER OR
0631. Leave Message.
Attention
ROOMS: Recent Renovation,
INDIVIDUAL STUDENT
Math Majors The Math Club
Basement Apartment.
Spacious 3Br duplex, walking REPRESENTATIVE
Sponsors "Math Expressions" Available. I BR, Separate
distance, WO, DW, WW, CAC, NATIONAL MARKETING
Come Discuss Ma~h Concepts
Entrance. Util. Provided. $480 Cable .. $370 -$350 plus 113
FIRM SEEKS MATURE
with your classmates and
plus 112 month deposit. 202utilities. Ms. Drummond (301) STUDENT TO MANAGE
other math majorS',,1Every
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c ·LING
SUBMIT
AV. ENTINE HILLTOPIC
.
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TODAY! 1 FOR THE.FIRST 10 WORDS
D 10 CENTS FORE RY 'FIVE WORDS
THERE TER. DE
LI : MO AY, FEB.
10 AT 5:00 P.M.
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